Section 1: Building Construction

==== Friday, June 14, 2019 ====

** DANVILLE, VA **  Due: 6/14/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK162  Addendum(s): #1, #2

** JOB: #18-19-107 PUBLIC WORKS AUTOMOTIVE GARAGE REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE WORK IS TO INCLUDE BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO DEMOLITION AND RECONSTRUCTION OF THE REAR WEST SIDE CMU WALL AT PUBLIC WORKS AUTOMOTIVE GARAGE DAMAGED BY A VEHICLE. THE EXISTING WALL IS APPROXIMATELY 37' LONG AND 25' TALL. SHORING THE EXISTING WALL TO PREVENT FURTHER DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION, JACKING EXISTING ROOF TO ORIGINAL ELEVATION WILL BE REQUIRED. REMOVAL AND REINSTALLATION OF GAS SPACE HEATERS, VENT PIPING AND ASSOCIATED GAS PIPING, ROOL UP DOORS, EXTERIOR ELECTRICAL LIGHTING AND CONDUIT, AIR PIPING, EXTERIOR ROOF DRAINAGE, REPLACE ROOLUP DOOR AND ANY OTHER ASSOCIATED ITEMS.

OWNER: CITY OF DANVILLE, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  P: (434)799-6528  F: (434)799-5102  427 PATTON STREET, DANVILLE, VA 24543

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/28/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: J GARY VIA PHONE: (434) 799-6528  OPTION 4

LAST DAY FOR QUESTIONS IS 6/5/19 AT 5:00 PM

BIDDERS:
- DANIEL BUILDERS, LLC  P: (434)685-7486  F: (434)685-7487  257 SADDLE ROAD, DANVILLE, VA 24541
- QUALITY CONST OF DANVILLE, INC.  P: (434)799-0299  F: (434)799-2949  P O BOX 757 (24543), DANVILLE, VA 24541
- TUNE & TOLER, INC.  P: (434)836-5100  F: (434)836-7633  10432 U S HIGHWAY 29 NORTH, BLAIRS, VA 24527
- WISE-HUNDLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.  P: (804)793-5702  F: (804)793-5710  1905 GOODYEAR BLVD, DANVILLE, VA 24541

==== Monday, June 17, 2019 ====

** ROUND HILL, VA **  Due: 6/17/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK98  Addendum(s): #1, #2

** JOB: #155230 ROUND HILL CHEMICAL STORAGE BUILDING - PROTOTYPE BUILDING **

SCOPE: THIS PROJECT CONSISTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN APPROXIMATELY 5,000 TON CHEMICAL STORAGE FACILITY AND ALL ASSOCIATED SITEWORK AS SHOWN.

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW)  P: (804)371-6256  F: (804)371-6714  1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/28/2019 10:00 AM

BIDDERS:
- ATHENA CONSTRUCTION GROUP  P: (202)793-0399  F: (703)221-7929
- CONSTRUCTURE, INC.  P: (571)723-3351  F: (703)435-1110
- OCEAN CONSTRUCTION SERVICES  P: (757)200-9590  F: (804)631-1832
- PASTORE CONSTRUCTION  P: (540)631-4772
- TRINITY CONSTRUCTION GROUP  P: (540)423-1753

==== Tuesday, June 18, 2019 ====

** RICHMOND, VA **  Due: 6/18/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: BOILER AND DHWT REPLACEMENT (VARIOUS ADDRESSES) **

OWNER: RICHMOND REDEVELOPMENT & HOUSING AUTHORITY  P: (804)780-4716  F: (804)643-5904  918 CHAMBERLAYNE PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA 23220

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/29/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: KERRY L JANES, DIRECTOR OF PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION AT kerry.james@rrha.com PHONE (804) 780-4444

** ROANOKE, VA **  Due: 6/18/2019 03:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK34

** JOB: #2995 JAMES BRECKINRIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL - ROOF RESTORATION OF EXISTING SINGLE PLY MEMBRANE **

OWNER: ROANOKE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS  P: (540)853-2906  F: (540)853-2836  P O BOX 13145, ROANOKE, VA 24031

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/6/2019 10:00 AM  -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: ERIC THORNTON, DIRECTOR OF PURCHASING AT (540) 853-1348. RESPONSES WILL BE POSTED ON THE RCPS WEBSITE: https://www.rcps.info/departments/administrative_departments/Purchasing_Dpartment/

** WINCHESTER, VA **  Due: 6/18/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #201916 CREAMERY BUILDING RENOVATIONS **

SCOPE: THE WORK WILL INCLUDE MULTI-FACETED RENOVATIONS TO THE BUILDING - 21 S KENT STREET

OWNER: CITY OF WINCHESTER, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  P: (540)667-1815  F: (540)722-3618  15 NORTH CAMERON STREET, WINCHESTER, VA 22601

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/30/2019 10:00 AM  -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS IN WRITING TO PERRY EISENACH: perry.eisenach@winchesterva.gov

BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE CITY'S WEBSITE http://www.winchesterva.gov/purchasing/itbrfp.php
**FREDERICKSBURG, VA**  
**Due: 6/19/2019 02:00 PM.**  
**JOB: #19-0149 FRED ERICKSBURG REGIONAL TRANSIT BUS TRANSFER STATION**  
**SCOPE:** FRED will construct a 5 bus line transfer stop in Spotsylvania County adjacent to Rappahannock Goodwill Industries. The project includes: site development for a bus transfer station to include erosion and sediment controls, excavating and grading, limited storm water management, asphalt pavements, concrete pavements and installation of owner furnished 20’ x 10’ prefabricated bus shelter.  
**OWNER:** CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, CITY MANAGER 715 PRINCESS ANNE STREET, FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22404  
**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 5/29/2019 10:00 AM – Mandatory  
**OTHER INFORMATION:** DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: LYNN ENDERS BY EMAIL: llenders@fredericksburgva.gov  

**VIRGINIA BEACH, VA**  
**Due: 6/19/2019 03:00 PM.**  
**JOB: PWCN-19-0111 VIRGINIA AQUARIUM AND MARINE SCIENCE CENTER - ROOF TOP UNITS AIR HANDLING UNITS, COOLED CHILLER UNITS AND VICTAULIC**  
**SCOPE:** The work includes replacement of 3 air handling units, chiller, 5 rooftop units, exhaust fan, 400 feet of Victaulic piping and associated structural / architectural work in the VAMSC. Also the replacement of one life support chiller in the VAMSC  
**OWNER:** CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS P: (757)385-1819 F: (757)385-5668 2405 COURTHOUSE DRIVE, MUNICIPAL CENTER BLDG 2, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23456  
**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 6/5/2019 10:00 AM – Mandatory  
**OTHER INFORMATION:** CONTACT: LISA M SCOTT, PURCHASING SPECIALIST: QUESTIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN WRITING AND RECEIVED BY 5/30/19 AT 12:00 PM (NOON), SUBMIT TO purchasing@petersburg-va.org  

**CULPEPER, VA**  
**Due: 6/20/2019 02:00 PM.**  
**JOB: #190030 ROOF REPLACEMENT - WESTVIEW EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER - REBID**  
**SCOPE:** The BASF certified contractor shall perform rehabilitation of existing coated SPF roofing system. Some areas may require removal of the coating and/or the insulation; other areas shall require surface preparation and recoating with silicone coatings and granules. Related work may include: testing laboratory services, cast-in-place concrete, metal decking, rough carpentry, flashing and sheet metal, roof specialties and accessories, skylights.  
**OWNER:** PETERSBURG CITY PURCHASING OFFICE P: (804)733-2345 F: (804)733-2434 CITY HALL ANNEX, PETERSBURG, VA 23803  
**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 5/23/2019 10:00 AM – Mandatory  
**OTHER INFORMATION:** CONTACT: PHYLIS WADDY, VCA VIA EMAIL: procurement@flyrichmond.com OR BY FAX: ((804) 652-2605 QUESTIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 6/7/19 AT 4:00 PM  

**RICHMOND, VA**  
**Due: 6/20/2019 02:00 PM.**  
**JOB: #19-2338 CAPITAL REGION AIRPORT - HVAC IMPROVEMENT MAIN TERMINAL - FIRST FLOOR**  
**SCOPE:** The project involves the demolition and removal of an existing DX mechanical unit and the related patching and repairing of the roof. The mechanical systems of the space serviced by the demolished DX unit will be tied into the existing hydronic HVAC system  
**OWNER:** RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY P: (804)226-3061 F: (804)226-3012 CAPITAL REGIONAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY, RICHMOND, VA 23250  
**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 5/30/2019 10:00 AM  
**OTHER INFORMATION:** DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: PHYLLIS WADDY, VCA VIA EMAIL: procurement@flyrichmond.com OR BY FAX: ((804) 652-2605 QUESTIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 6/7/19 AT 4:00 PM  

**CULPEPER, VA**  
**Due: 6/24/2019 02:00 PM.**  
**JOB: #155231-TW CULPEPER WEST AREA HEADQUARTERS - CHEMICAL STORAGE BUILDING**  
**SCOPE:** This is a 5,000 ton prototype - 100' W X 122' L building, the project includes site demolition, site development, utilities, foundations, pre-engineered frame-supported membrane building, lighting and power  
**ARCHITECTS:** VIRGINIA A & E, PLLC P: (434)316-6001 F: (434)316-6002 1115 VISTA PARK DRIVE, FOREST, VA 24551  
**OWNER:** VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW) P: (804)371-6256 F: (804)371-6714 1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219  
**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 6/3/2019 10:00 AM  
**BIDDERS:**  
CHEMUNG CONTRACTING P: (540)829-7203 F: (540)829-5593 1049 QUARRY DRIVE, MITCHELLS, VA 22729  
HARLAN CONSTRUCTION CO, INC. P: (804)458-6712 F: (804)452-0719 602 ELM COURT, HOPEWELL, VA 23860  
LOUDIN BUILDING SYSTEMS P: (540)967-2680 F: (540)967-4850 39 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE, LOUISA, VA 23093  
PASTORE CONSTRUCTION P: (540)363-4772 , VA  
TRINITY CONSTRUCTION GROUP P: (937)652-3004 1052 SOUTH MAIN STREET STE D, URBANA, OH 43078  
W M SCHLOSSER CO, INC. P: (757)312-0649 F: (757)312-0658 1025 EXECUTIVE BOULEVARD, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320
** PALMYRA, VA ** Due: 6/24/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK69 Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #155232-TW PALMYRA AREA HEADQUARTERS TRUCK SHED **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW 10 BAY, 9,912 SF TRUCK SHED INCLUDING ASSOCIATED SITE DEMOLITION, SITE DEVELOPMENT, UTILITIES, FOUNDATIONS, BUILDING ENVELOPE, INTERIOR FINISHES, HVAC, PLUMBING, LIGHTING, POWER, AND LIGHTNING PROTECTION

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW) P: (804)371-6256 F: (804)371-6714 1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/4/2019 10:00 AM

BIDDERS:

KENBRIEDE CONST CO, INC. P: (434)676-8221 F: (434)676-8815 P O BOX 480, KENBRIDE, VA 23944

LOUDIN BUILDING SYSTEMS P: (540)967-2680 F: (540)967-4850 39 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE, LOUISA, VA 23093

NORMAN CO. P: (804)569-3810 F: (804)569-3811 9464 CHAMBERLAYNE AVE, MECHANICSVILLE, VA 23116

R E LEE & SON, INC. P: (434)973-1321 F: (434)973-9784 PO BOX 7226, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22906

** CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA ** Due: 6/26/2019 11:00 AM. Bin(s):

** JOB: CHARLOTTESVILLE-ALBEMERLE AIRPORT AUTHORITY - TERMINAL ENTRY PAVILION **

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/7/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM TALBERT AND BRIGHT. CONTACT CAROLYN PHILLIPS AT cphillips@tbiric.com

-----

** RICHMOND, VA ** Due: 6/25/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK101 Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #155253-TW KEENE AREA HEADQUARTERS - TRUCK SHED - PRE-QUALIFIED (RFQ-503-TW) BIDDERS ONLY **

SCOPE: THIS PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW 12 BAY, 11,880 SF TRUCK SHED INCLUDING ASSOCIATED SITE DEMOLITION, SITE DEVELOPMENT, UTILITIES, FOUNDATIONS, BUILDING ENVELOPE, INTERIOR FINISHES, HVAC, PLUMBING, LIGHTING, POWER, AND LIGHTNING PROTECTION

ARCHITECTS: VIRGINIA A & E, PLLC P: (434)316-6001 F: (434)316-6002 1115 VISTA PARK DRIVE, FOREST, VA 24551

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW) P: (804)371-6256 F: (804)371-6714 1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/4/2019 01:00 PM

BIDDERS:

KENBRIEDE CONST CO, INC. P: (434)676-8221 F: (434)676-8815 P O BOX 480, KENBRIDE, VA 23944

LOUDIN BUILDING SYSTEMS P: (540)967-2680 F: (540)967-4850 39 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE, LOUISA, VA 23093

** KEENEE, VA ** Due: 6/25/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK6 Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #155253-TW KEENE AREA HEADQUARTERS - TRUCK SHED - PRE-QUALIFIED (RFQ-503-TW) BIDDERS ONLY **

SCOPE: THIS PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW 12 BAY, 11,880 SF TRUCK SHED INCLUDING ASSOCIATED SITE DEMOLITION, SITE DEVELOPMENT, UTILITIES, FOUNDATIONS, BUILDING ENVELOPE, INTERIOR FINISHES, HVAC, PLUMBING, LIGHTING, POWER, AND LIGHTNING PROTECTION

ARCHITECTS: VIRGINIA A & E, PLLC P: (434)316-6001 F: (434)316-6002 1115 VISTA PARK DRIVE, FOREST, VA 24551

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW) P: (804)371-6256 F: (804)371-6714 1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/4/2019 01:00 PM

BIDDERS:

KENBRIEDE CONST CO, INC. P: (434)676-8221 F: (434)676-8815 P O BOX 480, KENBRIDE, VA 23944

LOUDIN BUILDING SYSTEMS P: (540)967-2680 F: (540)967-4850 39 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE, LOUISA, VA 23093

** RICHMOND, VA ** Due: 6/25/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK101 Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #194-A8194-015 7TH AND MARSHALL STREET PARKING DECK STRUCTURAL REPAIRS **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REPAIRS TO THE EXISTING PARKING DECK STRUCTURE CONCRETE, CLEANING, CORROSION INHIBITOR, NEW VEHICLE TRAFFIC MEMBRANE SYSTEM, JOINT SEALANTS, ELASTOMERIC COATINGS, EXTERIOR PAINTING, PAVEMENT MARKINGS, NEW GUARDRAILS, AND MISCELLANEOUS REPAIRS. CONTRACTORS ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE THEIR OWN FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS

ARCHITECTS: COMMONWEALTH ARCHITECTS P: (804)68-5040 F: (804)225-0329 THE COLUMBIAN BLOCK, RICHMOND, VA 23219

OWNER: COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, DEPT OF GENERAL SERVICES P: (804)786-4538 F: (804)786-1593 SHIRLEY MCNUTT, VCO, PROCUREMENT UNIT, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/4/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory

-----

** ALBEMARLE, VA ** Due: 6/26/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: #2020-06263-06 MARKER BOARDS, SLIDING BOARDS, ACOUSTICAL CEILING TILES, AND ACOUSTICAL WALL PANELS **

SCOPE: THIS IS A ONE YEAR TERM CONTRACT WITH THE OPTION OF 3 ADDITIONAL ONE YEAR RENEWALS

OWNER: ALBEMARLE COUNTY, PURCHASING DEPT P: (434)296-5854 F: (434)296-4006 401 MCINTIRE ROAD, ROOM 248, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902

** CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA ** Due: 6/26/2019 11:00 AM. Bin(s):

** JOB: CHARLOTTESVILLE-ALBEMERLE AIRPORT AUTHORITY - TERMINAL ENTRY PAVILION **

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/7/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM TALBERT AND BRIGHT. CONTACT CAROLYN PHILLIPS AT cphillips@tbiric.com
**CHESTERFIELD CO, VA**          Due: 6/26/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK44

**JOB: #ADMIN19000493 J G HENING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - SOFFIT AND ROOF REPAIR AND DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF SOFFIT AND ROOF SYSTEM REPAIRS AND DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS AS DESCRIBED IN THE BID DOCUMENTS  

ARCHITECTS: GUERNSEY TINGLE ARCHITECTS P: (757)220-0220 F: (757)221-0457 4350 NEW TOWN AVENUE, WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23188  

ENGINEERS: TIMMONS GROUP P: (804)200-6500 F: (804)560-1016 1001 BOULDERS PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA 23225  

OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832  

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: JIANCHONG LUO AT (804) 748-1701 OR BY EMAIL: procurement@chesterfield.gov

**FARMVILLE, VA**          Due: 6/26/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK40

**JOB: #155233-TW FARMVILLE RESIDENCY REPAIR SHOP AND FUEL STATION**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF A 9,284 SF SHOP BUILDING, FUELING ISLAND, AND ASSOCIATED SITE WORK. THE BUILDING CONSISTS OF REPAIR, WELDING AND WASH BAYS, PARTS STORAGE ROOM AND RELATED OFFICES, AND BATHROOMS WILL BE CONSTRUCTED OF ENGINEERED STEEL FRAMING, INSULATED METAL PANELS, GROUND FACE CMU AND ASPHALT SHINGLED GABLE ROOF.  

ARCHITECTS: VIRGINIA A & E, PLLC P: (434)316-6001 F: (434)316-6002 1115 VISTA PARK DRIVE, FOREST, VA 24551  

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW) P: (804)371-6256 F: (804)371-6714 1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219  

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/5/2019 10:00 AM  

BIDDERS:  
KENBRIDGE CONST CO, INC. P: (434)676-8221 F: (434)676-8815 P O BOX 480, KENBRIDGE, VA 23944  

W M SCHLOSSER CO, INC. P: (757)312-0649 F: (757)312-0658 1025 EXECUTIVE BOULEVARD, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320

**LEESBURG, VA**          Due: 6/26/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK

**JOB: #0059183 BUILDING 910 ROOF REPLACEMENT - MARION DUPONT SCOTT EQUINE MEDICAL CENTER**


ENGINEERS: FACILITY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES P: (703)591-4855 F: (703)591-4857 12701 FAIR LAKES CIRCLE, FAIRFAX, VA 22033  

OWNER: VPI & SU, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (540)231-7852 F: (540)231-9628 270 SOUTHGATE CENTER (0333), BLACKSBURG, VA 24061  

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/14/2019 12:00 PM -- Mandatory  
OTHER INFORMATION: REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION ARE DUE BY 6/17/19 AT 10:00 AM

**VIRGINIA BEACH, VA**          Due: 6/26/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK75

**JOB: FS#19-13 SALEM HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS COURTS REPLACEMENT - REBID**

ARCHITECTS: WALLER TODD SADLER ARCHITECTS P: (757)417-0140 F: (757)417-0144 1909 CYPRESS AVENUE, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23451  

OWNER: CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH PUBLIC SCHOOLS P: (757)263-1090 F: (757)263-1213 SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23456  

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: JASON MILLER WALLER, TODD & SADLER (757) 417-0140

==== Thursday, June 27, 2019 ====

**DUBLIN, VA**          Due: 6/27/2019 02:00 PM.

**JOB: #260-A8260-002 (MR10801) GODBEY HALL - VESTIBULE - REAR ENTRANCE - NEW RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE REMOVAL OF AN EXISTING STOREFRONT CURTAIN WALL AND REPLACEMENT WITH A VESTIBULE AND AUTOMATIC SLIDING DOORS  

ARCHITECTS: RRMM ARCHITECTS P: (804)277-8987 9097 ATLEE STATION ROAD, MECHANICSVILLE, VA 23116  

OWNER: VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM P: (804)225-2125 F: (804)692-0520 FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SERVICES, 16TH FLOOR, RICHMOND, VA 23219  

OWNER: NORTHERN VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE P: (703)323-3752 F: (703)323-3019 CW BUILDING (WAREHOUSE), ROOM 310, ANNANDALE, VA 22003  

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/14/2019 01:00 PM

**GLOUCESTER, VA**          Due: 6/27/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK103 Addendum(s): #1

**JOB: #155390 GLOUCESTER AREA HEADQUARTERS COMBO BUILDING**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW 1900 SF LOAD BEARING MASONRY COMBO BUILDING AND ASSOCIATED SITE WORK  

ARCHITECTS: BOYNTON, ROTHSCHILD, ROWLAND ARCHITECT, PC P: (804)643-1977 F: (804)643-1981 THE IRONFRONTS, RICHMOND, VA 23219  

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW) P: (804)371-6256 F: (804)371-6714 1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219  

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/6/2019 10:00 AM

BIDDERS:  
CONRAD BROTHERS, INC. P: (757)543-3521 F: (757)543-4589 P O BOX 5445, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23324  

GC COMMERCIAL, INC. P: (757)223-5190 F: (757)223-5036 , , VA  

HUDGINS CONTRACTING COMPANY, INC. P: (757)873-0199 F: (757)873-3010 105 EAST STREET, HAMPTON, VA 23661  

W M SCHLOSSER CO, INC. P: (757)312-0649 F: (757)312-0658 1025 EXECUTIVE BOULEVARD, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320
** FRONT ROYAL, VA ** Due: 6/28/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: FACADE IMPROVEMENTS - PHASE I (SOUTH ROYAL STREET AND EAST MAIN STREET) **

SCOPE: THERE ARE 14 PROPERTIES AT THE PRESENT TIME. ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES / PROJECT MAY BE ADDED TO THE LIST UP TO THE DATE OF THE PRE-BID CONFERENCE AND TOUR.

OWNER: TOWN OF FRONT ROYAL, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (540)636-6889 F: (540)636-7473 P O BOX 1560, FRONT ROYAL, VA 22630

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/14/2019 11:00 AM -- Mandatory

** SALEM, VA ** Due: 6/29/2019 03:00 PM. Bin(s): RK8

** JOB: #2019-034 METAL STORAGE BUILDING **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF A BASE BID INCLUDING THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A GAS-HEATED METAL STORAGE BUILDING AND FOUNDATIONS, AND RELATED HVAC, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING AND SITE WORK.

ENGINEERS: WHITMAN, REQUARDT AND ASSOCIATES, LLP P: (540)951-3727 F: (540)951-3741 1700 KRAFT DRIVE, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060

OWNER: SALEM CITY PURCHASING OFFICE P: (540)375-3063 F: (540)375-4057 P O BOX 869, SALEM, VA 24153

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/4/2019 10:00 AM

** RICHMOND, VA ** Due: 7/1/2019 02:30 PM. Bin(s): RK2

** JOB: T190019541 DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES 730 BUILDING - INTERIOR RENOVATIONS **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE RENOVATION TO THE 6TH FLOOR, LESS THE ELEVATORS, STAIRS AND RESTROOMS. RENOVATION TO A PORTION OF THE 7TH FLOOR. RENOVATION TO THE THREE TRAINING BAYS IN THE BASEMENT, AND A FINISHES UPFIT TO A LARGER PORTION OF THE 5TH FLOOR.

OWNER: RICHMOND PURCHASING SERVICES P: (804)646-5722 F: (804)646-5989 900 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/13/2019 02:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: DEADLINE FOR QUESTIONS AND REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION IS 6/20/19

CONTACT: TRINIKA A LEWIS-WILSON, SENIOR CONTRACT SPECIALIST
PHONE: (804) 646-5820; FAX: (804) 646-5989
EMAIL: trinika.wilson@richmondgov.com

** TAZEWELL, VA ** Due: 7/1/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK33

** JOB: #155424 TA泽ELL-CLAYPOOL AHQ EQUIPMENT REPAIR SHOP - PRE-QUALIFIED BIDDERS ONLY (RFQ 503-TW) **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS CONSISTING OF BUT NOT LIMITED TO, CONSTRUCTION OF A APPROXIMATELY 13,500 SF EQUIPMENT REPAIR SHOP AND 768 SF FUEL ISLAND. THE BUILDING CONSISTS OF A SPLIT FACE CMU BLOCK WITH STEEL JOIST/EPDM ROOF MEMBRANE SYSTEM, EIGHT-BAY LIGHT VEHICLE SERVICE BAYS, EIGHT-BAY HEAVY VEHICLE SERVICE BAYS, WELDING BAY, WASH BAY, OFFICE AREA, AND STORAGE ROOMS. SITE WORK INCLUDES GRADING, PARKING, STORMWATER QUALITY BMP INCLUDING A DRY SWALE AND DETENTION BASIN. THE FUEL FACILITY CONSISTS OF TWO-TANKS, A 10,000 DIESEL FUEL AND 2,000 UNLEADED TANK AND OTHER APPURTENANCES FOR COMPLETE AND OPERATIONAL FACILITY.

ARCHITECTS: TKA ARCHITECTS, PC P: (540)951-4925 F: (540)951-4950 300-A CHURCH STREET, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW) P: (804)371-6256 F: (804)371-6714 1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/10/2019 10:00 AM

** BEDFORD, VA ** Due: 7/2/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK33

** JOB: #155440 MONTVALE AREA HEADQUARTERS - PHASE I **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE APPROXIMATE 4,400 SF COMBO BUILDING INCLUDING ASSOCIATED SITE DEMOLITION, SITE DEVELOPMENT, UTILITIES, FOUNDATIONS, BUILDING ENVELOP, INTERIOR FINISHES, HVAC, PLUMBING, LIGHTING, POWER, LIGHTNING PROTECTION, AND OTHER APPURTENANCES FOR A COMPLETE AND OPERATIONAL FACILITY.

ARCHITECTS: VIRGINIA A & E, PLLC P: (434)316-6001 F: (434)316-6002 1115 VISTA PARK DRIVE, FOREST, VA 24551

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW) P: (804)371-6256 F: (804)371-6714 1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/11/2019 10:00 AM

** CHRISTIANSBURG, VA ** Due: 7/2/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: CHRISTIANSBURG RECREATION CENTER - RESTROOM RENOVATION **

OWNER: TOWN OF CHRISTIANSBURG, TOWN MANAGER P: (540)382-6128 F: (540)382-7338 100 EAST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/19/2019 03:00 PM

** CHRISTIANSBURG, VA ** Due: 7/2/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK15

** JOB: CHRISTIANSBURG RECREATION CENTER - RESTROOM RENOVATION **

SCOPE: THE SCOPE OF DEMOLITION AND REMOVAL WORK IS INDICATED ON THE DRAWINGS AND IN THE SPECIFICATIONS. THE WORK WILL INCLUDE BUT MAY NOT BE LIMITED TO: PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL POWER AND LIGHTING, FIRE SUPPRESSION SPRINKLERS AND FIRE ALARM.

ENGINEERS: THOMPSON AND LITTON 726 AUBURN AVENUE, RADFORD, VA 24141

OWNER: TOWN OF CHRISTIANSBURG, TOWN MANAGER P: (540)382-6128 F: (540)382-7338 100 EAST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/19/2019 03:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: PROJECT CONTACT: KIM WIDRIG. PHONE (540) 382-9519 EXT 1135 OR EMAIL kwidrig@christiansburg.org
** DICKENSON CO, VA **  Due: 7/2/2019 02:30 PM.  Bin(s): RK110

** JOB: #154121 FREMONT AHQ - NEW FACILITIES **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS A NEW 14,128 SF MASONRY AND WOOD TRUSS COMBINATION BUILDING CONSISTING OF OFFICE SPACES ALONG WITH MAINTENANCE AND EQUIPMENT STORAGE BAYS INCLUDING ELECTRICAL, HVAC AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS. A NEW 6,000 SF REINFORCED CONCRETE WALL AND WOOD TRUSS CHEMICAL STORAGE BUILDING, A NEW 747 SF FUEL ISLAND WITH PRE-ENGINEERED STEEL CANOPY AND WITH A 2,000 GALLON UNDERGROUND DIESEL FUEL TANK, A NEW 6,000 SF SPREADER CANOPY WITH A PRE-ENGINEERED STEEL ROOF STRUCTURE TO ACCOMMODATE 20 SPREADER RACKS (PROVIDED BY VDOT). A NEW 10,000 GALLON UNDERGROUND BRINE STORAGE TANK, NEW SPETIC SYSTEM WITH A 1,000 GALLON UNDERGROUND PRE-CAST CONCRETE TANK PUMP CHAMBER AND A NEW 1,480 SF UNDERGROUND DIESEL FUEL TANK. A NEW 6,000 SF SPREADER CANOPY WITH A PRE-ENGINEERED STEEL ROOF STRUCTURE TO ACCOMMODATE 20 SPREADER RACKS (PROVIDED BY VDOT). ALSO INCLUDED IS SITE GRADING, PERIMETER CHAIN LINK FENCING WITH GATES, SITE LIGHTING, ASPHALT PAVING, SITE UTILITIES INCLUDING NATURAL GAS PIPING AND EMERGENCY GENERATOR AND OTHER APPURTENANCES FOR A COMPLETE AND OPERATIONAL FACILITY. PRE-QUALIFIED BIDDERS ONLY

ARCHITECTS: THOMPSON AND LITTON, INC. P: (276)328-2161 F: (276)328-1738 P O BOX 1307, WISE, VA 24293

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW) P: (804)371-6256 F: (804)371-6714 1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/12/2019 10:00 AM

== Valley Construction News ==

** JOB: APPALACHIAN REGIONAL EXPOSISSION CENTER - UTILITY BARN **

ARCHITECTS: HDH P: (540)381-7999 F: (540)381-7990 400 WEST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073

OWNER: WYTHE COUNTY, COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR P: (276)223-4500 F: (276)223-6030 345 SOUTH FOURTH STREET, WYTHEVILLE, VA 24382

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/21/2019 10:00 AM

== Valley Construction News ==

** JOB: #0059000 MINING AND MINERALS LAB ROOF COATING **

ENGINEERS: FACILITY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES P: (703)591-4855 F: (703)591-4857 12701 FAIR LAKES CIRCLE, FAIRFAX, VA 22033

OWNER: VPI & SU PURCHASING P: (540)231-6221 F: (540)231-9628 270 SOUTHGATE CENTER (0333), BLACKSBURG, VA 24061

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/25/2019 01:00 PM  -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: Mmroof

7J$$83w5

== Valley Construction News ==

** JOB: #ADMN1900445 ROBIOUS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - REPLACE AIR HANDLING AND CONDENSING UNITS **

ENGINEERS: THOMPSON CONSULTING ENGINEERS P: (757)599-4415 F: (757)599-4113 22 ENTERPRISE PARKWAY, HAMPTON, VA 23666

OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/17/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: KEVIN ALLEN, P.E., THOMPSON CONSULTING ENGINEERS kallen@mjtengineers.com (757) 599-4415

== Valley Construction News ==

** JOB: RFQ #003-2019 PRE-QUALIFICATION FOR CONSTRUCTION OF SCIENCE MUSEUM OF VIRGINIA NEW PARKING DECK **

OWNER: COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, DEPT OF GENERAL SERVICES P: (804)786-4538 F: (804)786-1593 SHIRLEY MCNUTT, VCO, PROCUREMENT UNIT, RICHMOND, VA 23219

OTHER INFORMATION: DELIVERY ADDRESS FOR QUALIFICATIONS: DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES, PROCUREMENT UNIT, 1100 BANK STREET, 10TH FLOOR, SUITE 1008, RICHMOND VIRGINIA, 23219; ATTN: FRANK SNIDER, VCO

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO FRANK SNIDER NO LATER THAN 6/20/19. Frank.Snider@dgs.virginia.gov

== Valley Construction News ==

** JOB: #ADMN1900498 CHILLER REPLACEMENT - BIRD HIGH SCHOOL **

ENGINEERS: THOMPSON CONSULTING ENGINEERS P: (757)599-4415 F: (757)599-4113 22 ENTERPRISE PARKWAY, HAMPTON, VA 23666

OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/17/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: VIN KAMATCHI AT (804) 748-1702 OR BY EMAIL TO procurement@chesterfield.gov

== Valley Construction News ==
** Lynnhurst, VA ** Due: 7/9/2019 02:00 PM Bin(s): RK3 Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #19-008 BUILDING 39 CHILLER AND COOLING TOWER REPLACEMENT - CENTRAL STATE HOSPITAL **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE REPLACEMENT OF TWO CHILLERS, ONE COOLING TOWER, AND EIGHT PUMPS

ARCHITECTS: VIRGINIA A & E, PLLC P: (434)316-6001 F: (434)316-6002 1115 VISTA PARK DRIVE, FOREST, VA 24551

OWNER: DEPARTMENT OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT SV OFFICE OF ARCHITECTURAL/ENGINEERING SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/11/2019 10:00 AM

BIDDERS:

- COLONIAL-WEBB CONTRACTORS P: (804)916-1400 F: (804)262-6298 2820 ACKLEY AVENUE, RICHMOND, VA 23228
- COMFORT SYSTEMS OF VA, INC. P: (757)558-6007 F: (757)558-0099 14083 SANDSTON RD, SANDSTON, VA 23150
- SOUTHERN AIR, INC. P: (434)385-6200 F: (434)385-4636 P O BOX 4205, LYNCHBURG, VA 24502
- SOUTHWORTH MECHANICAL P: (804)222-9066 F: (804)222-2001 2200 GORDON LANE, RICHMOND, VA 23223
- UNITED REFRIGERATION OF VIRGINIA P: (804)745-4087 F: (804)674-5825 P O BOX 13501, RICHMOND, VA 23225
- WACO, INC. P: (804)222-8440 F: (804)226-3241 P O BOX 829, SANDSTON, VA 23150
- WARWICK MECHANICAL GROUP P: (804)305-2740 F: (804)222-4859 4710 RICHNEL ROAD, RICHMOND, VA 23231
- WELDING PROCESSES & MECHANICAL, INC. P: (804)222-1149 F: (804)222-2001 2200 GORDON LANE, RICHMOND, VA 23223
- UNITED REFRIGERATION OF VIRGINIA P: (804)745-4087 F: (804)674-5825 P O BOX 13501, RICHMOND, VA 23225

** Richmond, VA ** Due: 7/9/2019 02:00 PM

** JOB: BON AIR JUVENILE CORRECTIONAL CENTER - CAS DINING AND THE EXPANSION BUILDING - EMERGENCY REPLACEMENTS OF WATER HEATERS **

OWNER: DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE (FORMERLY DFYS) 700 CENTRE, RICHMOND, VA 23208

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/11/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE ON eva

** Richmond, VA ** Due: 7/9/2019 02:00 PM

** JOB: #2019-22 STRUCTURAL REPAIRS AT WHITCOMB COURT **

SCOPE: REPAIRS ARE TO BE DONE AT:

2326 CARMINE STREET, 2328 CARMINE STREET, 2506 BETHEL STREET, AND 2526 BETHEL STREET

OWNER: RICHMOND REDEVELOPMENT & HOUSING AUTHORITY P: (804)780-4716 F: (804)643-5904 918 CHAMBERLAYNE PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA 23220

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/13/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: KERRY L JAMES, VCA 901 CHAMBERLAYNE PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA 23220

PHONE: (804) 780-4444 (VOICE MAIL)

OR EMAIL: kerry.james@rrha.com

===== Wednesday, July 10, 2019 =====

** Manassas, VA ** 

** JOB: NEW TAXIWAY G AT MANASSAS REGIONAL AIRPORT **

OWNER: CITY OF MANASSAS, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (703)257-8385 F: (703)257-8361 8500 PUBLIC WORKS DRIVE, MANASSAS, VA 20110

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/18/2019 10:00 AM

** Norfolk, VA ** 

** JOB: REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATION - CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (AT-RISK) SERVICES - CHRYSLER HALL COMPLEX RENOVATIONS **


OWNER: NORFOLK CITY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS P: (757)664-4622 F: (757)664-4603 ROOM 790, 7TH FLOOR, CITY HALL BUILDING, NORFOLK, VA 23513

OTHER INFORMATION: DEADLINE FOR QUESTIONS IS 6/28/19 AT 4:00 PM. SUBMIT TO MR OLIVER LOVE, SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER VIA EMAIL oliver.lovejr@norfolk.gov AND COPY TO sid.kitterman@norfolk.gov AND toni.alvarez@norfolk.gov

===== Monday, July 15, 2019 =====

** Petersburg, VA ** 

** JOB: #2019-049 WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT - AERATION BASIN BLOWER REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE **

SCOPE: THE CITY HAS 3 HOFFMAN CENTRIFUGAL BLOWERS THAT ARE IN NEED OF REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE. THE INTENT IS TO REBUILD ONE BLOWER PER YEAR UNTIL THE WWTP CYCLES THROUGH ALL 3; AND TO HAVE A MAINTENANCE SERVICE AGREEMENT ON THE EQUIPMENT

OWNER: CITY OF LYNCHBURG, OFFICE OF BUDGET & PROCUREMENT P: (434)455-3970 F: (434)845-0711 CITY HALL, LYNCHBURG, VA 24505

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/11/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: MELISSA TILLMAN, BUYER (434) 455-4228 OR BY EMAIL melissa.tillman@lynchburgva.gov. INQUIRIES MUST BE RECEIVED AT LEAST 7 BUSINESS DAY PRIOR TO THE BID DATE.

** Petersburg, VA ** Due: 7/9/2019 02:00 PM Bin(s): RK3 Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #19-008 BUILDING 39 CHILLER AND COOLING TOWER REPLACEMENT - CENTRAL STATE HOSPITAL **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE REPLACEMENT OF TWO CHILLERS, ONE COOLING TOWER, AND EIGHT PUMPS

ARCHITECTS: VIRGINIA A & E, PLLC P: (434)316-6001 F: (434)316-6002 1115 VISTA PARK DRIVE, FOREST, VA 24551

OWNER: DEPARTMENT OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT SV OFFICE OF ARCHITECTURAL/ENGINEERING SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/11/2019 10:00 AM

BIDDERS:

- COLONIAL-WEBB CONTRACTORS P: (804)916-1400 F: (804)262-6298 2820 ACKLEY AVENUE, RICHMOND, VA 23228
- COMFORT SYSTEMS OF VA, INC. P: (757)558-6007 F: (757)558-0099 14083 SANDSTON RD, SANDSTON, VA 23150
- SOUTHERN AIR, INC. P: (434)385-6200 F: (434)385-4636 P O BOX 4205, LYNCHBURG, VA 24502
- SOUTHWORTH MECHANICAL P: (804)222-9066 F: (804)222-2001 2200 GORDON LANE, RICHMOND, VA 23223
- UNITED REFRIGERATION OF VIRGINIA P: (804)745-4087 F: (804)674-5825 P O BOX 13501, RICHMOND, VA 23225
- WACO, INC. P: (804)222-8440 F: (804)226-3241 P O BOX 829, SANDSTON, VA 23150
- WARWICK MECHANICAL GROUP P: (804)305-2740 F: (804)222-4859 4710 RICHNEL ROAD, RICHMOND, VA 23231
- WELDING PROCESSES & MECHANICAL, INC. P: (804)222-1149 F: (804)222-2001 2200 GORDON LANE, RICHMOND, VA 23223
- UNITED REFRIGERATION OF VIRGINIA P: (804)745-4087 F: (804)674-5825 P O BOX 13501, RICHMOND, VA 23225

** Richmond, VA ** Due: 7/9/2019 02:00 PM

** JOB: BON AIR JUVENILE CORRECTIONAL CENTER - CAS DINING AND THE EXPANSION BUILDING - EMERGENCY REPLACEMENTS OF WATER HEATERS **

OWNER: DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE (FORMERLY DFYS) 700 CENTRE, RICHMOND, VA 23208

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/11/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE ON eva
** RICHMOND, VA **

Due: 7/17/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK166

** JOB: RRHA-IFB-2019-25  AGENCY WIDE SHINGLE ROOF REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THIS IS A 2 YEAR CONTRACT WITH THREE YEARLY RENEWAL OPTIONS

OWNER: RICHMOND REDEVELOPMENT & HOUSING AUTHORITY

P: (804)780-4716  F: (804)643-5904

918 CHAMBERLAYNE PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA 23220

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/27/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: KERRY L JAMES

DIRECTOR OF PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

901 CHAMBERLAYNE PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA 23220

(804) 780-4444

EMAIL: kerry.james@rrha.com


<<<< Out of State >>>>>


** GREENSBORO, NC **

Due: 7/11/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #2015-079A  MITCHELL WTP 2019 IMPROVEMENTS - VOLUME 1 - MAJOR ELECTRICAL/HIGH SERVICE PUMPING/PARTS WAREHOUSE **

VOLUME II - FILTER BACKWASH PUMPS REPLACEMENT - REBID

SCOPE: GENERAL IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDE SITE WORK, DEMOLITION, ELECTRICAL DUCTBANKS, NEW ELECTRICAL BUILDING, MODIFICATION TO EXISTING BUILDINGS, SWITCHGEAR, VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES, NEW PUMPS AND PIPING, FLOW METERING, CHEMICAL TRENCHES, STAND-BY GENERATOR, FUEL STORAGE, AND RELATED CIVIL, ARCHITECTURAL, PROCESS MECHANICAL, STRUCTURAL, HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTATION WORK

OWNER: CITY OF GREENSBORO, CITY ENGINEER

P: (336)373-7966  F: (336)373-2554

27402

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/19/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM ARCADIS G&M OF NORTH CAROLINA, INC.

CONTACT: MARY FUNDERBURK

PHONE: (336) 292-2271 OR EMAIL: mary.funderburk@arcadis.com
Section 2: Highways & Utilities / Heavy Construction

===== Friday, June 14, 2019 =====

** SALEM, VA **        Due: 6/14/2019 03:00 PM.
** JOB: #2019-035, BUS TRANSPORTATION LOT ASPHALT SURFACING **
OWNER: SALEM CITY PURCHASING OFFICE P: (540)375-3063 F: (540)375-4057 P O BOX 869, SALEM, VA 24153
OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE CITY OF SALEM. CONTACT: CASSANDRA SWITZER, BUYER
   csnitexer@salesma.gov OR CALL
   95400 375-3063

===== Monday, June 17, 2019 =====

** CAMPBELL CO, VA **        Due: 6/17/2019 04:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK37
** JOB: DEERWOOD DRIVE - WATER LINE REPLACEMENT **
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE REPLACEMENT OF APPROXIMATELY 5,517 LF OF 8” WATERLINE, 183 LF OF 2” WATERLINE AND ASSOCIATED VALVES, BENDS, FITTINGS, AND APPURTENANCES ON DEERWOOD DRIVE, EAST OVERBROOK DRIVE, WESTLAKE DRIVE, HERITAGE DRIVE AND EASTLAKE DRIVE.
OWNER: CAMPBELL COUNTY UTILITIES & SERVICE AUTHORITY P: (434)239-8654 F: (434)237-5820 20644 TIMBERLAKE ROAD, LYNCHBURG, VA 24502
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/5/2019 10:00 AM
OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM CAMPBELL CO. UTILITIES AND SERVICE AUTHORITY. EMAIL TIMOTHY WAGNER AT twagner@ccusa-water.com OR CALL (434) 455-8407

** FRANKLIN, VA **        Due: 6/17/2019 02:00 PM.
** JOB: YOUTH SOCCER COURT **
SCOPE: THE SOCCER COURT WILL BE INSTALLED OVER AN EXISTING TENNIS COURT. THE COURT REPAIRS WILL BE MADE AS NEEDED TO EXISTING CRACKS IN THE SURFACE.
INSTALL A YOUTH SOCCER COURT USING THE DIMENSIONS OF 120' X 110' UTILIZING DURACOURT FLOORING SYSTEM; APPLY CUSTOM FUTSAL COURT LINES; INSTALL TWO SOCCER/FUTSAL GOALS; COURT SURFACE WILL BE BLUET TRIMMED WITH ORANGE LINES
OWNER: CITY OF FRANKLIN, CITY MANAGER P: (757)562-1463 F: (757)562-7982 CITY HALL BUILDING, FRANKLIN, VA

** ROANOKE CO, VA **        Due: 6/17/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): Rk68
** JOB: #2019-01, WATER/SEWER UTILITY EXTENSIONS - WOOD HAVEN TECHNOLOGY PARK **
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS PROVIDING WATER, SEWER, AND OTHER UTILITY CONDUIT EXTENSIONS TO THE WOOD HAVEN TECHNOLOGY PARK AND ALL OTHER GRADING WORK ASSOCIATED WITH A FUTURE ROAD EXTENSION
OWNER: WESTERN VIRGINIA REGIONAL INDUSTRIAL FACILITY AUTH 313 LUCK AVENUE SW, ROANOKE, VA 24016
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/29/2019 01:00 PM -- Mandatory

===== Tuesday, June 18, 2019 =====

** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **        Due: 6/18/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK65
** JOB: #ADM19000463, CONSTRUCTION - BELMONT ROAD REALIGNMENT AND SHOULDER WIDENING - REBID **
SCOPE: THE PROJECT INVOLVES THE CONSTRUCTION OF APPROXIMATELY 3,785 LF OF SHOULDER WIDENING AND PAVEMENT RESURFACING. THE WIDENING SHALL CONSISTS OF MILLING AND RESURFACING OF THE EXISTING PAVEMENT, PROVIDING 7" WIDE SHOULDERS, (5' PAVED AND 2' GRADED) ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ROAD. REPLACING EXISTING GAURDRAIL WITH NEW GAURDRAIL MEETING CURRENT MASH STANDARDS, AND REPLACING EXISTING CORRUGATED METAL CULVERTS WITH CONCRETE PIPE. THE PROJECT WILL ALSO ADDRESS INSUFFICIENT STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE AT TWO LOCATIONS BY FLATTENING TWO CREST VERTICAL CURVES.
ENGINEERS: A MORTON THOMAS AND ASSOCIATES, INC. P: (804)276-6231 F: (804)276-6233 100 GATEWAY CENTER PARKWAY STE 200, RICHMOND, VA 23235
OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **        Due: 6/18/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK67
** JOB: #ADM19000464, CONSTRUCTION - BAILEY BRIDGE ROAD REALIGNMENT AND SHOULDER WIDENING **
SCOPE: THE PROJECT INVOLVES THE CONSTRUCTION OF APPROXIMATELY 2,480 LF OF SHOULDER WIDENING AND PAVEMENT RESURFACING. THE WIDENING SHALL CONSISTS OF RESURFACING THE EXISTING PAVEMENT, PROVIDING 7' WIDE SHOULDERS (5' PAVED AND 2' GRADED) ALONG BOTH SIDES OF THE ROAD AND REPLACING EXISTING CORRUGATED METAL CULVERTS WITH CONCRETE PIPE. THE PROJECT WILL ALSO RECONSTRUCT TWO SUBSTANDARD HORIZONTAL CURVES IN ORDER TO MEET THE MINIMUM RADIUS REQUIREMENT FOR A 35 MPH DESIGN SPEED.
ENGINEERS: A MORTON THOMAS AND ASSOCIATES, INC. P: (804)276-6231 F: (804)276-6233 100 GATEWAY CENTER PARKWAY STE 200, RICHMOND, VA 23235
OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832
** MARION, VA **  
Due: 6/18/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK66  
Addendum(s): #1  

** JOB: CHURCH STREET DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS - REBID **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REPLACING EXISTING STORM DRAIN PIPE WITH 1,400 FT 49 X 33" DIAMETER STORM SEWER PPE AND RELATED APPURTENANCES

ENGINEERS: THE LANE GROUP  
P: (276)206-8571  
310 WEST VALLEY STREET, ABINGDON, VA 24210

OWNER: TOWN OF MARION, TOWN MANAGER  
138 WEST MAIN STREET, MARION, VA 24354

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/6/2019 10:00 AM

** BIDDERS:**

- KING GENERAL CONTRACTORS, INC  
P: (276)644-1585  
F: (276)644-1586  
P O BOX 16278, BRISTOL, VA 24209

- RAMIREZ CONTRACTING, LLC  
P: (888)551-3330  
215 VALLEY STREET, ABINGDON, VA 24212

- STRAIGHT PATH DISTRIBUTING  
P: (813)426-2349 , GREENEVILLE, TN

- TEATERS TRUCKING, INC.  
P: (276)646-8105  
F: (276)646-8105  
HCR BOX 134, CHILHOWIE, VA 24319


** RICHMOND, VA **  
Due: 6/18/2019 02:00 PM.  
Addendum(s): #1, #2  

** JOB: #19-2345 CAPITAL REGION AIRPORT COMMISSION - EAST SIDE SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT SCOPE INVOLVES THE CONSTRUCTION OF APPROXIMATELY 6,000 LF OF CONDUITS WITH PULL BOXES FOR FIBER CABLES INSTALLATION FROM EXISTING GATE (N5) AT HUNTSMAN ROAD TO EAST FIBER CENTER AT RAMP 3. IT ALSO INCLUDES GATE AUTOMATION AND SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE SETUP AT 2 LOCATIONS - EXISTING GATE (N9) AND NEW RAMP 1 GATE (E5). MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE AT 2 LOCATIONS AND LOW VISIBILITY HIGH DEFINITION CAMERAS FOR RUNWAY 16-34, RUNWAY 2-20 AND EAST SIDE ROAD VIEWS.

OWNER: RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY  
P: (804)226-3061  
F: (804)226-3012  
CAPITAL REGIONAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY, RICHMOND, VA 23250

Other Information: Bid documents are available from Cassandra Switzer at cnswitzer@salemva.gov

** SALEM, VA **  
Due: 6/18/2019 02:00 PM.  

** JOB: #2019-033 DIRECTIONAL BORING AND CONDUIT INSTALLATION **

SCOPE: REPLACE EXISTING SERVICE IN A CITY SUBDIVISION WITH NEW UNDERGROUND SERVICE. THIS WILL CONSIST OF DIRECTIONAL BORING, CONDUIT PLACEMENT AND JUNCTION BOX INSTALLATION.

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/5/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory

Other Information: Bid documents are available from Cassandra Switzer at cnswitzer@salemva.gov

** ST PAUL, VA **  
Due: 6/18/2019 02:00 PM.  

** JOB: 4TH AVENUE STREETSCEPE PROJECT **

SCOPE: THE WORK IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS CONSTRUCTION OF CONCRETE SIDEWALK, CURB & GUTTER, PAVEMENT MILLING, PAVEMENT OVERLAY, STREET LIGHTING SYSTEM, AND ASSOCIATED ITEMS

ARCHITECTS: THOMPSON AND LITTON, INC.  
P: (276)328-2161  
F: (276)328-1738  
P O BOX 1307, WISE, VA 24293

OWNER: TOWN OF ST PAUL  
P: (276)762-5297  
P O BOX 66, ST PAUL, VA 24283

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/4/2019 10:00 AM

Other Information: Contact: Debora Baca, Treasurer / Clerk at Town Hall Council Chambers, 16531 Russell Street, St. Paul, Virginia

** WEYERS CAVE, VA **  
Due: 6/18/2019 02:00 PM.  

** JOB: #260-A8260-024 BLUE RIDGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE - CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW NORTHWEST PARKING LOT **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS A 214 SPACE ASPHALT SURFACE PARKING LOT WITH ADDITIVE BID ITEMS FOR LIGHTING AND DRIVEWAY IMPROVEMENTS

OWNER: VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM  
P: (804)225-2125  
F: (804)692-0520  
16TH FLOOR, RICHMOND, VA 23219

OWNER: BLUE RIDGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE (EXTENSION 202)  
P: (540)234-9261  
F: (540)234-9891  
BUILDING C, LOBBY, WEYERS CAVE, VA 24486

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/6/2019 10:00 AM

** YORK CO, VA **  
Due: 6/18/2019 02:00 PM.  

** JOB: TOURISM BUILDING SITE AND SIDEWALK RENOVATION (REBID) **

SCOPE: THE WORK CONSISTS OF BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO APPROXIMATELY: 230 LF OF PAVER SIDEWALK, 90 LF OF CONCRETE SIDEWALK WITH 85 LF OF HANDRAILING (FOR RAMP'S), 16 LF OF CIBCRETE RANO ROECKACENEBTM 23 LF OF CURB AND GUTTER INCLUDING ADA COMPLIANT CURB RAMP, STRIPING OF TWO ADA ACCESSIBLE PARKING SPOTS, RESTRIPEING OF 11 PARKING SPOTS TO 10 PARKING SPOTS, AND ALL OTHER ITEMS SHOWN IN THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. BRICK PAVERS WILL BE SUPPLIED BY THE COUNTY

OWNER: YORK COUNTY, CENTRAL PURCHASING  
P: (757)890-3680  
F: (757)890-3689  
224 BALLARD STREET, YORKTOWN, VA 23690

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/6/2019 10:00 AM

==== Wednesday, June 19, 2019 ====

** HENRICO CO, VA **  
Due: 6/19/2019 02:00 PM.  

** JOB: #19-1872-SP EW HENRICO COUNTY WATER RECLAMATION FACILITY - GRIT PUMP REPLACEMENT AND NRCY FLOW METER INSTALLATION **

SCOPE: THE WORK CONSISTS OF PUMP REPLACEMENTS, VALVE REPLACEMENTS, FLOW METER INSTALLATION AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRICAL AND CONTROLS AS SHOWN IN THE BID DOCUMENTS

OWNER: HENRIC0 CO PURCHASING DEPT/DEPT OF GENERAL SERVICE  
P: (804)501-5660  
F: (804)501-5693  
NORTH RUN OFFICE PARK, RICHMOND, VA 23273

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/5/2019 10:00 AM
**RICHMOND, VA** Due: 6/19/2019 03:00 PM.

**JOB: #PN 17-0017 DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY AFFAIRS - STATE HQ MODERNIZATION PARKING LOT EXTENSION**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS EXPANDING THE EXISTING ASPHALT PARKING AREA. CONSTRUCTION OF SIDEWALKS, FENCING, STORMWATER MANAGEMENT FACILITIES, SITE GRADING AND SITE LIGHTING ARE INCLUDED. THERE ARE 4 ADDITIVES WHICH INCLUDE LIGHTED VEHICLE DISPLAY PADS AND TURF RESTORATION

OWNER: DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY AFFAIRS P: (434)298-6458 F: (434)298-6400 BUILDING 316, FACILITIES AND ENGINEERING RECEPTION, BLACKSTONE, VA 23824

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/28/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: CONTRACTORS MUST REGISTER TO ATTEND THE PRE-BID MEETING. SEND AN EMAIL WITH NAMES OF THE COMPANY AND WHO WILL BE REPRESENTING THE COMPANY TO: clint.a.bailey2.nfg@mail.mil BY 4:00 PM ON 5/21/19

---

**SCOTT CO, VA** Due: 6/19/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK35 Addendum(s): #1

**JOB: RIVERSIDE DEVELOPMENT PHASE III**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF APPROXIMATELY 8-ACRE SITE PAD FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT INCLUDING SITE GRADING, UTILITIES TO THE SITE (I.E., WATER, SEWER, COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRIC), STORMWATER MANAGEMENT FACILITIES AND ASSOCIATED APPURTENANCES

ARCHITECTS: THOMPSON AND LITTON, INC. P: (276)328-2161 F: (276)328-1738 P O BOX 1307, WISE, VA 24293

OWNER: SCOTT COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY P: (276)386-2525 190 BEECH STREET SUITE 202, GATE CITY, VA 24251

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/29/2019 10:00 AM

BIDDERS:
- BAKER'S CONSTRUCTION SERVICES P: (423)538-4400 F: (423)538-1165 P O BOX 417, PINEY FLATS, TN 37686
- ESTES BROTHERS CONSTRUCTION, INC. P: (276)346-1227 F: (276)346-3614 ROUTE 3, BOX 740, JONESVILLE, VA 24263
- GLASS MACHINERY & EXCAVATION, INC. P: (276)346-3467 F: (276)346-1479 27262 WILDERNESS ROAD, JONESVILLE, VA 24263
- KING GENERAL CONTRACTORS, INC P: (276)644-1585 F: (276)644-1586 P O BOX 16278, BRISTOL, VA 24209
- W-L CONSTRUCTION & PAVING, INC. P: (276)646-3804 F: (276)646-8179 1484 HIGHWAY 107, CHILHOWIE, VA 24319

---

**CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA** Due: 6/20/2019 02:00 PM.

**JOB: CHARLOTTESVILLE-ALBEMARLE AIRPORT - EXPAND APRON**

OWNER: CHARLOTTESVILLE-ALBEMARLE AIRPORT AUTHORITY 100 BOWEN LOOP SUITE 100, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22911

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/29/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM DELTA AIRPORT CONSULTANTS

---

**HENRY CO, VA** Due: 6/20/2019 03:00 PM. Bin(s): RK79

**JOB: #19-06203-3064 D AND W PASSAGE TRAIL PIPE AND SLOPE FAILURE REPAIRS**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE REPLACEMENT OF AN EXISTING 60" CMP CULVERT AND REPAIR OF ADJACENT SLOPE FAILURES UNDER THE D&W PASSAGE TRAIL

ENGINEERS: THE LANE GROUP P: (276)236-4588 119 NORTH MAIN STREET, GALAX, VA 24333

OWNER: HENRY COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT KING'S MOUNTAIN ROAD, COLLINSVILLE, VA 24078

---

**PORTSMOUTH, VA** Due: 6/20/2019 02:00 PM.

**JOB: CHURCHLAND BRIDGE REPLACEMENT**


OWNER: CITY OF PORTSMOUTH, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (757)393-8858 F: (757)393-5413 801 CRAWFORD STREET, PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/15/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: QUESTIONS WILL BE RECEIVED IN WRITING UNTIL 5/31/19 AT 5:00 PM IN ORDER TO BID CONTRACTOR MUST OBTAIN BID DOCUMENTS FROM THE PORTSMOUTH DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SERVICES

---

**ROANOKE CO, VA** Due: 6/20/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK161

**JOB: REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL #2019-136 PLAYGROUND RENOVATIONS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT OF PLAYGROUND STRUCTURES AT BACK CREEK, BULINGTON AND GLENVAR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

OWNER: ROANOKE COUNTY PROCUREMENT SERVICES/DON KARNES P: (540)772-2061 F: (540)772-2074 5204 BERNARD DRIVE, ROANOKE, VA 24018

OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: KATE HOYTE PHONE: (540) 283-8149; EMAIL: khoyt@roanokecountyva.gov

---

**SUFFOLK, VA** Due: 6/20/2019 03:00 PM.

**JOB: REPLACEMENT OF PUMP STATION 910**

SCOPE: THE WORK IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE REPLACEMENT OF A SANITARY SEWER PUMP STATION UTILIZING SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS AND INSTALLATION OF APPROXIMATELY 100 LF OF 6" DUCTILE IRON SEWER FORCE MAIN, 140 LF OF 12" DUCTILE IRON SANITARY SEWER, MANHOLEs, AND APPURTENANCES. WORK WILL INCLUDE GENERATOR INSTALLATION, DEMOLITION AND ABANDONMENT OF EXISTING PUMP STATION AND PIPELINES, SITE WORK, DRAINAGE, GRADING, PAVING, FLOW CONTROL AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

OWNER: CITY OF SUFFOLK, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (757)514-7521 F: (757)514-7524 441 MARKET STREET, SUFFOLK, VA 23434

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/4/2019 10:00 AM
** DANVILLE, VA **  
Due: 6/21/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK47  

** JOB: RUNWAY 2-20 CRACK SEAL AND UNDERDRAIN **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE CRACK SEAL OF RUNWAY 2-20 AND INSTALLATION OF AN UNDERDRAIN, AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS NECESSARY TO COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION. THE PROJECT INCLUDES SEALING OF CRACKS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 1/4", AND PAVEMENT MARKING.

ENGINEERS: TALBERT BRIGHT & ELLINGTON, INC  
P: (704)426-6070  
3525 WHITEHALL PARK DRIVE  
SUITE 210, CHARLOTTE, NC 28273

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/14/2019 10:00 AM

** DANVILLE, VA **  
Due: 6/21/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK108  

** JOB: #18-19-098  APRON REHABILITATION AND RECONFIGURATION **

SCOPE: THE WORK IS TO BE DONE AT THE DANVILLE REGIONAL AIRPORT

ENGINEERS: TALBERT BRIGHT & ELLINGTON, INC  
P: (704)426-6070  
3525 WHITEHALL PARK DRIVE  
SUITE 210, CHARLOTTE, NC 28273

OWNER: CITY OF DANVILLE, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  
P: (434)799-6528  
F: (434)799-5102  
427 PATTON STREET, DANVILLE, VA 24543

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/14/2019 10:00 AM

** DANVILLE, VA **  
Due: 6/21/2019 05:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK165  

** JOB: RFQ 18-19-113 OVERHEAD SIGN REPLACEMENT - ROUTE 86 CENTRAL BOULEVARD (REQUEST FOR QUOTES) **

SCOPE: THE CITY IS SOLICITING PROPOSALS TO PROVIDE ALL MATERIALS, LABOR, EQUIPMENT, SUPERVISION AND INCIDENTALS TO REPLACE THREE EXISTING OVERHEAD SIGNS ON CENTRAL BOULEVARD. WORK INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO: MOBILIZATION, TRAFFIC CONTROL, EXISTING OVERHEAD ROUTE MARKER SIGN REMOVAL, FABRICATION OF NEW SIGNS (16'X11.5", 16'X9.5", AND 13.5'X8' SIZES USING 3M RETROREFLECTIVE DIAMOND GRADE SERIES 4000 OR EQUIVALENT, INSTALLATION OF NEW SIGNS

OWNER: CITY OF DANVILLE, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  
P: (434)799-6528  
F: (434)799-5102  
427 PATTON STREET, DANVILLE, VA 24543

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: LEE FARLEY AT farlel@danvilleva.gov OR (434) 799-6507.

AND COPY purchasing@danvilleva.gov

ALL CORRESPONDENCE MUST BE RECEIVED BY 12:00 PM (NOON) ON JUNE 17, 2019

** WYTHE CO, VA **  
Due: 6/21/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK170  

** JOB: SUBMERSIBLE WASTEWATER PUMPS **

SCOPE: THE COUNTY IS SEEKING BIDS FOR 2 SUBMERSIBLE WASTEWATER PUMPS TO INCLUDE PUMP BASES AND SLIDE RAIL SYSTEM

OWNER: WYTHE COUNTY, COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR  
P: (276)223-4500  
F: (276)223-6030  
345 SOUTH FOURTH STREET, WYTHEVILLE, VA 24382

OTHER INFORMATION: POINT OF CONTACT FOR INFORMATION OR QUESTIONS IS: DONALD T CRISP, WATER AND WASTEWATER DIRECTOR.

PHONE: (276) 223-4500 OR EMAIL: dtcrisp@wytheva.org

** AUGUSTA CO, VA **  
Due: 6/24/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK164  

** JOB: RFP#71010-19-03-V2 STUARTS DRAFT PARK - SHADE STRUCTURES - REBID **

SCOPE: THIS PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND INSTALLATION OF TWO SOFT SHADE STRUCTURES AT SURARTS DRAFT PARK TO PROVIDE SHADE FOR BOTH THE PERFORMANCE PLATFORM AND THE ASSOCIATED SEATING AREA.

OWNER: AUGUSTA COUNTY PURCHASING OFFICE  
P: (540)245-5739  
F: (540)245-5742 , VERONA, VA

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES IN WRITING TO: ELANA SORRELL, VCA, PURCHASING ASSISTANT AT esorrell@co.augusta.va.us OR BY FAX: (540) 245-5742

** RICHMOND, VA **  
Due: 6/24/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK  

** JOB: 7TH AND MARSHALL PARKING DECK STAIR/ELEVATOR TOWERS NEW FINISHES AND REPAIRS **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REPAIRS AND NEW FINISHES TO THE STAIRS AND ELEVATOR TOWERS OF THE PARKING DECK. CONTRACTORS ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE THEIR OWN FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS

OWNER: COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, DEPT OF GENERAL SERVICES  
P: (804)786-4538  
F: (804)786-1593  
SHIRLEY MCNUTT, VCO, PROCUREMENT UNIT, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/4/2019 09:00 AM -- Mandatory

** ABINGDON, VA **  
Due: 6/25/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK102  

** JOB: #799-10887-120 ULTRAVIOLET (UV) DISINFECTION SYSTEM - DEERFIELD CORRECTIONAL CENTER **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS PROVIDING A NEW ULTRAVIOLET DISINFECTON SYSTEM FOR THE EXISTING WASTEWATER PLANT

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS  
P: (804)674-3102  
F: (804)674-3529  
BILL SPRINKLE, RICHMOND, VA 23225

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/12/2019 01:00 PM
** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **  Due: 6/25/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK39

** JOB: #ADMN19000481  JOHNSON CREEK WASTEWATER PUMP STATION **

SCOPE: THE WORK SHALL CONSIST OF THE FOLLOWING: CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW JOHNSON CREEK WASTEWATER PUMP STATION; DEMOLITION OF THE EXISTING PUMP STATION; UPGRADES TO HUBERT LANE FOR ACCESS TO THE NEW PUMP STATION; CONSTRUCTION OF APPROXIMATELY 1,880 LF OF 20' FORCE MAIN AND APPURTENANCES; CONSTRUCTION OF APPROXIMATELY 220 LF OF 36' GRAVITY SEWER AND APPURTENANCES.

ENGINEERS: WHITMAN, REQUARDT, AND ASSOCIATES P: (804)272-8700 F: (804)272-8897 9030 STONY POINT PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA 23235

OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/6/2019 10:00 AM

BIDDERS:  
ACTION PEST ELIMINATION P: (540)366-1540 4533 THIRLANE ROAD NW, ROANOKE, VA 24019  
MEB GENERAL CONTRACTORS P: (804)521-0731 F: (804)521-0737 2248-F DABNEY ROAD, RICHMOND, VA 23230

** CLARKSVILLE, VA **  Due: 6/25/2019 01:00 PM.

** JOB: LAKE COUNTRY REGIONAL AIRPORT - RUNWAY 4-22 REHABILITATION AND SAFETY AREA WIDENING - PHASE III **

ENGINEERS: TALBERT AND BRIGHT, INC. P: (804)768-6878 F: (804)768-6871 10105 KRAUSE ROAD, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

OWNER: LAKE COUNTRY REGIONAL AIRPORT 11632 HIGHWAY 15, CLARKSVILLE, VA 23927

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/29/2019 01:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM TALBERT AND BRIGHT. CONTACT CAROLYN PHILLIPS AT cphillips@tbiric.com

** LEXINGTON, VA **  Due: 6/25/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK16

** JOB: PROPOSED BRIDGE REPAIR OF JORDAN STREET AND NORTH MAIN STREET OVER WOODS CREEK - REBID **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT INVOLVES REPAIRS TO ONE (1) ONE-LANE SPAN ROLLED STEEL BEAM BRIDGE WHICH IS 36' LONG AND ONE (1) ONE-LANE, TWO SPAN ROLLED STEEL BEAM BRIDGE WHICH IS 50' 2" LONG. THE REPAIRS INCLUDE SHOTCRETE, REMOVE ONE TREE, REMOVE AND REATTACH EXISTING GUARDRAIL, REPLACE TIMBER POSTS, SUB-FOOTING, REPOINT RUBBLE MASONRY JOINTS, PIER COLUMN FOOTING REPAIR, REMOVE AND REPLACE EXISTING GUARDRAIL.

ENGINEERS: SCHWARTZ AND ASSOCIATES P: (434)237-6584 F: (434)237-6585 HERITAGE BUSINESS CENTER, LYNCHBURG, VA 24502

OWNER: CITY OF LEXINGTON, FINANCE DEPARTMENT P: (540)463-7133 F: (540)463-5310 300 EAST WASHINGTON STREET, LEXINGTON, VA 24450

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/18/2019 10:00 AM

** NEWPORT NEWS, VA **  Due: 6/25/2019 11:00 AM.

** JOB: NEWPORT NEWS / WILLIAMSBURG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - RUNWAY 2 & 7 PERIMETER ROAD RELOCATION **

ENGINEERS: TALBERT AND BRIGHT, INC. P: (804)768-6878 F: (804)768-6871 10105 KRAUSE ROAD, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

OWNER: PENINSULA AIRPORT COMMISSION P: (757)877-0221 900 BLAND BOULEVARD SUITE G, NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23602

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/11/2019 11:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM TALBERT AND BRIGHT. CONTACT CAROLYN PHILLIPS AT cphillips@tbiric.com

** RICHMOND, VA **  Due: 6/25/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK41  Addendum(s): #1, #2

** JOB: #19-2347  RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - RUNWAY 7-25 CONVERSION TO TAXIWAY H **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT INCLUDES APPROXIMATELY 65,000 SY OF ASPHALT PAVEMENT MILLING; 13,000 TONS FAA P-401/403 ASPHALT PAVING; 8,000 LF OF STORM DRAIN PIPE, AND ASSOCIATED GRADING, INLETS, AND MANHOLES. THE PROJECT ALSO INCLUDES DEMOLITION OF RUNWAY LIGHTING AND INSTALLATION OF TAXIWAY EDGE LIGHTING

OWNER: RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY P: (804)226-3061 F: (804)226-3012 CAPITAL REGIONAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY, RICHMOND, VA 23250

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/4/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: THE DEADLINE FOR QUESTIONS IS 6/14/19 AT 4:00 PM, DIRECT INQUIRIES TO PHULLIS WADDY BY EMAIL AT: procurement@flyrichmond.com OR BY FAX (804) 652-2605

BIDDERS:  
BRANSCOME, INC. P: (804)749-3266 F: (804)749-3640 2150 ASHLAND ROAD, ROCKVILLE, VA 23146 
J E LIESFELD CONTRACTOR, INC. P: (804)749-3276 F: (804)749-4566 1851 BENNINGTON ROAD, ROCKVILLE, VA 23146 
KONDAKOR EXCAVATION P: (804)499-3032 , VA 
LEE HY PAVING CORPORATION P: (804)364-3015 F: (804)364-3073 2100 QUARRY HILL, ROCKVILLE, VA 23146 
PRECISION APPROACH, LLC P: (706)485-7201 F: (706)485-7266 172 SAMMONS PARKWAY, EASTONTON, GA 31024

** ROANOKE, VA **  Due: 6/25/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK5

** JOB: #260-A8260-133 VIRGINIA WESTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE - TRANSPORTATION PLAZA **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS SURFACE IMPROVEMENTS TO ENHANCE TRAFFIC FLOW AT THE CONFLUENCE OF LOT 4, LOT 9, THE NEW STEM BUILDING AND THE INTERSECTION WITH COLONIAL AVENUE. THE SITE IS JUST EAST OF THE STEM BUILDING AND GENERAL CONSISTS OF CONCRETE PAVEMENT, ASPHALTIC PAVEMENT, ELECTRICAL LIGHTING, LANDSCAPING AND STORM DRAINAGE

ARCHITECTS: SPECTRUM DESIGN P: (540)342-6001 F: (540)342-6055 10 CHURCH AVENUE, SE, ROANOKE, VA 24011

OWNER: VIRGINIA WESTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE P: (540)857-7202 F: (540)857-7544 FISHBURN HALL, ROOM #110, ROANOKE, VA 24038

OWNER: VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM P: (804)225-2125 F: (804)692-0520 FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SERVICES, 16TH FLOOR, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/13/2019 10:00 AM
** STAFFORD CO, VA ** Due: 6/25/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #19-9409-B071 LOWER ACCOKEEK PUMP STATION - REBID **

OWNER: STAFFORD COUNTY PURCHASING OFFICE  P: (540)658-8614  F: (540)658-5370  STAFFORD COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, STAFFORD, VA 22554

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/28/2019 11:00 AM

===== Wednesday, June 26, 2019 =====

** LYNCHBURG, VA ** Due: 6/26/2019 04:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK109  Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #2019-057 TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION PLAN - LAKESIDE DRIVE / OAKLEY / MONTICELLO **


OWNER: CITY OF LYNCHBURG, OFFICE OF BUDGET & PROCUREMENT  P: (434)455-3970  F: (434)845-0711  CITY HALL, LYNCHBURG, VA 24505

OTHER INFORMATION: ALL REQUESTS FOR CLARIFICATION OR QUESTIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN WRITING TO FLORENCE RANDOLPH.

FAX: (434) 845-0711 OR EMAIL: florence.randolph@lynchburgva.gov

** RICH CREEK, VA ** Due: 6/29/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: TOWN OF RICH CREEK - PHASE 3 SIDEWALK ENHANCEMENTS - WEST SIDE OF OLD VIRGINIA AVENUE **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT INCLUDES THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW SIDEWALKS WITH CURB AND GUTTER, BRICK SEAT WALLS, SIGNAGE, SITE FURNISHINGS, STREET LIGHTING AND PLANTING

OWNER: TOWN OF RICH CREEK  P: (540)726-3260  P O BOX 65, RICH CREEK, VA 24147

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/11/2019 11:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM HILL STUDIOS

** MATTPONI, VA ** Due: 6/26/2019 11:00 AM.

** JOB: MIDDLE PENINSULA REGIONAL AIRPORT - TAXIWAY A & B REHABILITATION **

ENGINEERS: TALBERT BRIGHT & ELLINGTON, INC  P: (704)426-6070  3525 WHITEHALL PARK DRIVE  SUITE 210, CHARLOTTE, NC 28273

OWNER: MIDDLE PENINSULA REGIONAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY  P: (804)785-9725  1000 AIRPORT ROAD, MATTAPONI, VA 23110

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM TALBERT AND BRIGHT. CONTACT CAROLYN PHILLIPS AT cphillips@tbiric.com

** ROANOKE, VA ** Due: 6/26/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #WWA-FOD-19-12 CONTRACT FOR CONCRETE MANHOLES & VAULTS; **

OWNER: WESTERN VIRGINIA WATER AUTHORITY ENGINEERING SERVICES, ROANOKE, VA 24014

OTHER INFORMATION: BIDS WILL BE RECEIVED AT: 3322 HOLLINS ROAD, ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

BID DOCUMENTS MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM: www.westernvawater.org/bids

** ROANOKE, VA ** Due: 6/26/2019 03:15 PM.

** JOB: #WWA-FOD-19-15 CONTRACT FOR MISCELLANEOUS PARTS AND FITTINGS **

OWNER: WESTERN VIRGINIA WATER AUTHORITY ENGINEERING SERVICES, ROANOKE, VA 24014

OTHER INFORMATION: BIDS WILL BE RECEIVE AT: 3322 HOLLINS ROAD, ROANOKE, VA 24012

BID DOCUMENTS MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM www.westernvawater.org/bids

** ROANOKE, VA ** Due: 6/26/2019 02:30 PM.

** JOB: #WWA-FOD-19-13 CONTRACT FOR ASPHALT MATERIAL **

OWNER: WESTERN VIRGINIA WATER AUTHORITY ENGINEERING SERVICES, ROANOKE, VA 24014

OTHER INFORMATION: BIDS WILL BE RECEIVED AT: 3322 HOLLINS ROAD, ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

BID DOCUMENTS MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM: www.westernvawater.org/bids

** ROANOKE, VA ** Due: 6/26/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: EBES=GPF=19-14 CONTRACT FOR DUCTILE IRON FITTINGS **

OWNER: WESTERN VIRGINIA WATER AUTHORITY ENGINEERING SERVICES, ROANOKE, VA 24014

OTHER INFORMATION: BIDS WILL BE RECEIVED AT: 3322 HOLLINS ROAD, ROANOKE, VA

BID DOCUMENTS CAN BE DOWNLOADE FROM: www.westernvawater.org/bids

** STATEWIDE, VA ** Due: 6/26/2019 10:00 AM.

** JOB: JUNE 26, 2019 HIGHWAY LETTING **

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION  P: (804)786-1898  F: (804)786-2788  2300 WEST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23269

A72 - JAMES CITY COUNTY - HAMPTON ROADS DISTRICT - ROUTE 612.  VALUE: $13,756,000.  SMART SCALE - ROADWAY WIDENING.  NO PROJECT SHOWING

JOB B09 - PRINCE GEORGE COUNTY - RICHMOND DISTRICT - ROUTE 156.  VALUE: $2,200,000.  BENJAMIN HARRIS BRIDGE - REHABILITATION.  **PROJECT SHOWING MAY 9, 2019  8:00 AM - 5:00 PM RICHMOND DISTRICT OFFICE. ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY**  RESTRICTED CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE INFORMATION.  (1 BRIDGE)

** VINTON, VA ** Due: 6/26/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK43

** JOB: OLD VINTON MILL ROAD - WATER MAIN REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF 2,666 LF OF 12" DIAMETER DUCTILE IRON WATER MAIN, 165 LF OF 12" DIAMETER WATER MAIN INSTALLED USING HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING, AND RELATED WATER APPURTENANCES

ENGINEERS: WHITTON, REQUARDT & ASSOCIATES, LLP  P: (540)951-3727  F: (540)951-3741  1700 KRAFT DRIVE, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060

OWNER: WESTERN VIRGINIA WATER AUTHORITY ENGINEERING SERVICES, ROANOKE, VA 24014

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/12/2019 02:00 PM
** WAKEFIELD, VA **  
Due: 6/26/2019 11:00 AM.  
** JOB: WAKEFIELD MUNICIPAL AIRPORT - TERMINAL APRON REHABILITATION **  
ENGINEERS: TALBERT AND BRIGHT, INC. P: (804)768-6878 F: (804)768-6871 10105 KRAUSE ROAD, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832  
OWNER: TOWN OF WAKEFIELD 200 WEST MAIN STREET, WAKEFIELD, VA 23888  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/11/2019 11:00 AM  
OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM TALBERT & BRIGHT. CONTACT: CAROLYN PHILLIPS AT cphillips@tbiric.com  
TO REQUEST ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS  

==== Thursday, June 27, 2019 ====

** CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA **  
Due: 6/27/2019 04:00 PM.  
** JOB: #19-04 RFP - RIVANNA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY - IMPLEMENTATION OF ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM **  
SCOPE: NON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RELATED TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM AT SELECTED FACILITIES  
OWNER: RIVANNA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY P: (434)977-2970 F: (434)293-8858 695 MOORES CREEK LANE, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902  
OTHER INFORMATION: FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: (434) 977-2970 EXT 164 OR EMAIL: amarrs@rivanna.org

** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **  
Due: 6/27/2019 02:30 PM.  
** JOB: #ADMN19000482 FALLEN CREEK WWTP LIME FEED SYSTEM UPGRADES **  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS PROVIDING AND INSTALLING A PACKAGED CHEMICAL FEED SYSTEM AND STORAGE TANKS THAT WILL REPLACE THE EXISTING CALCIUM HYDROXIDE STORAGE AND FEED SYSTEM. THE NEW PACKAGED CHEMICAL SYSTEM WILL BE FURNISHED WITH PUMPS, CONTROL PANELS, AND STORAGE TANKS. A CAST-IN-PLACE CONTAINMENT WALL AND TANK PAD WITH GRATED WALKWAY SURROUND WILL BE CONSTRUCTED FOR THE PLACEMENT OF THE THE NEW SYSTEM AND TANKS. NEW CHEMICAL FEED LINES AND ELECTRICAL CONDUITS AS WELL AS SCADA INTEGRATION FOR THE NEW EQUIPMENT WILL BE PROVIDED. A WATER SERVICE LINE AND A NON-POTABLE WATERLINE WILL BE CONSTRUCTED FOR MAINTENANCE PURPOSES. IMPROVEMENTS TO THE EXISTING ASPHALT ROAD, SIDEWALK AND CURB ARE PROPOSED TO PREVENT STORM WATER FROM ENTERING THE DELIVERY CONTAINMENT AREA. DEMOLITION OF THE EXISTING DRY LIME SILO AND REMOVAL OF EXISTING HDPE LIME SLURRY TANKS AND MIXERS ARE ALSO INCLUDED AS PART OF THIS CONTRACT.  
ENGINEERS: WHITMAN, REQUARDT, AND ASSOCIATES P: (804)272-8700 F: (804)272-8897 9030 STONY POINT PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA 23235  
OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/13/2019 09:30 AM

** FARMVILLE, VA **  
Due: 6/27/2019 02:00 PM.  
** JOB: TOWN OF FARMVILLE - WATER TREATMENT PLANT - BACKWASH PUMP REPLACEMENT **  
SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES BUT MAY NOT BE LIMITED TO: REMOVAL OF EXISTING BACKWASH PUMP AND THE FURNISHING AND INSTALLATION OF A NEW BACKWASH PUMP AND SUPPLYING THE PUMP VFD TO BE INSTALLED BY THE OWNER  
ENGINEERS: B & B CONSULTANTS P: (434)447-7621 F: (434)447-4257 212 EAST FERRELL STREET, SOUTH HILL, VA 23970  
OWNER: TOWN OF FARMVILLE P: (434)392-5686 F: (434)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832  
OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT PERSON: RANDY JONES, (434) 447-7621 OR EMAIL: rjones@bandbcons.com AT B AND B CONSULTANTS

** FRONTRoyal, VA **  
Due: 6/27/2019 02:00 PM.  
** JOB: #13-2019 - REQUEST FOR QUOTES - ASPHALT **  
SCOPE: WRITTEN QUOTES FOR FIRM PRICING FOR VARIOUS GRADES OF STANDARD PATCH ASPHALT MATERIAL FOR USE ON SECONDARY STREETS AND SOLLECTOR / LOCAL STREETS NOT REQUIRING VDOT GRADE MATERIAL.  
THIS IS A ONE YEAR CONTRACT  
7/1/19 THROUGH 6/30/20  
OWNER: TOWN OF FRONT ROYAL, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (540)636-6889 F: (540)636-7473 P O BOX 1560, FRONT ROYAL, VA 22630

** ROANOKE, VA **  
Due: 6/27/2019 02:00 PM.  
** JOB: #260-A8260-071 VA WESTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE - CAMPUS PAVEMENT REHABILITATION **  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS IMPROVEMENTS TO PARKING SURFACES INCLUDING ASPHALT MILLING, SEALING AND REPLACEMENT WITHIN VWCC PARKING LOT 1, LOT 1E, AND LOT 5. IT WILL GENERALLY CONSISTS OF ASPHALTIC PAVEMENT, CONCRETE FLATWORK, SIGNAGE, LOT SEALING AND STRIPING
ARCHITECTS: SPECTRUM DESIGN P: (540)342-6001 F: (540)342-6055 10 CHURCH AVENUE, SE, ROANOKE, VA 24011  
OWNER: VIRGINIA WESTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE P: (540)857-7202 F: (540)857-7544 FISHBURN HALL, ROOM #110, ROANOKE, VA 24038  
OWNER: VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM P: (804)225-2125 F: (804)692-0520 FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SERVICES, 16TH FLOOR, RICHMOND, VA 23219  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/13/2019 11:00 AM

** WILLIAMSBURG, VA **  
Due: 6/27/2019 11:00 AM.  
** JOB: WILLIAMSBURG-JAMESTOWN AIRPORT - PAVEMENT REHABILITATION **  
ENGINEERS: TALBERT AND BRIGHT, INC. P: (804)768-6878 F: (804)768-6877 10105 KRAUSE ROAD, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832  
OWNER: WILLIAMSBURG-JAMESTOWN AIRPORT 100 MARCLAY ROAD, WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23185  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/13/2019 11:00 AM  
OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM TALBERT AND BRIGHT. CONTACT CAROLYN PHILLIPS AT cphillips@tbiric.com
** CHESAPEAKE, VA **          Due: 6/28/2019 11:00 AM.

** JOB: HAMPTON ROADS EXECUTIVE AIRPORT - PERIMETER SECURITY FENCE- PHASE III AND ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM **

** ENGINEERS: TALBERT AND BRIGHT, INC. P: (804)768-6878 F: (804)768-6871 10105 KRAUSE ROAD, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832 **

** OWNER: VIRGINIA AVIATION ASSOCIATED 5712 W MILITARY HIGHWAY SUITE A, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23321 **

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/12/2019 11:00 AM

** FREDERICK CO, VA **          Due: 7/2/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK70

** JOB: ORCHARD VIEW WELL AND PIPELINES **

** SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO CONSTRUCTION OF UPGRADES TO AN EXISTING WELL AT THE ORCHARD VIEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, INCLUDING NEW WELL PUMP AND WELL HOUSE, PIPING AND CONTROLS FOR WELL AND FIRE HYDRANT, A RAW WATER MAIN BETWEEN THE SCHOOL AND DIEHL WATER TREATMENT PLANT, A FINISHED WATER MAIN TO THE SCHOOL FROM THE WTP, TIE-INS TO AN EXISTING FIRE HYDRANT AT THE SCHOOL AND AN ESIXTING FINISHED WATER MAIN AT THE WTP, DIRECT BURIED FIBER OPTIC CABLE THE WTP AND THE SCHOOL AND ALL OTHER WORK SHOWN AND SPECIFIED FOR A COMPLETE AND FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM **

** OWNER: FREDERICK WATER 315 TASKER ROAD, STEPHENS CITY, VA 22655 **

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/18/2019 10:00 AM

** SPOTSYLVANIA CO, VA **          Due: 7/2/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS - CONTRACT# C00105510DB1060095-111-270 1I-95 NORTHBOUND CD LANES - RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER CROSSING **

** SCOPE: THIS IS A DESIGN BUILD PROJECT. THE PRIMARY SCOPE OF WORK INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO: THREE ADDITIONAL CD LANES, NEW BRIDGE OVER THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, ROUTE 17 INTERCHANGE MODIFICATION; AND AN AUXILIARY LANE EXTENSION FROM CD LANES TO EXIT 136 **

** OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW) P: (804)371-6256 F: (804)371-6714 1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219 **

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO SURIL R SHAH AT Suril.Shah@vdot.virginia.gov

** LYNCHBURG, VA **          Due: 7/3/2019 04:00 PM.

** JOB: DESIGN-BUILD REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS: LAKESIDE DRIVE BRIDGE OVER BLACKWATER CREEK **


** OWNER: CITY OF LYNCHBURG, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS SECOND FLOOR, CITY HALL, LYNCHBURG, VA **

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/12/2019 11:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: ALL REQUESTS FOR CLARIFICATION OF OR QUESTIONS MUST BE MADE IN WRITING, BY EMAIL TO stephanie.suter@lynchburgva.gov AND RECEIVED BY 5:00 PM ON 6/24/19
** BIG STONE GAP, VA **  
Due: 7/9/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK12

** JOB: ROUTE 610 AND SHELBY AVENUE (PHASE II) WATERLINE REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF THE REPLACEMENT OF APPROXIMATELY 4,230 LF OF 12" WATERLINE, 10 LF OF 10" WATERLINE, 75 LF OF 8" WATERLINE, 1,670 LF OF 6" WATERLINE, 210 LF OF 4" WATERLINE, 40 LF OF 2" WATERLINE, 9 FIRE HYDRANTS, 31 WATER SERVICE RECONNECTIONS, AND ASSOCIATED APPURTENANCES

ENGINEERS: THE LANE GROUP  
P: (276)523-3771  
F: (276)523-3568  
316 EAST FIFTH STREET, SOUTH, BIG STONE GAP, VA 24219

OWNER: TOWN OF BIG STONE GAP, TOWN MANAGER  
P: (276)523-0115  
F: (276)523-5625  
505 EAST FIFTH STREET SOUTH, BIG STONE GAP, VA 24219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/18/2019 10:00 AM

** SUFFOLK, VA **  
Due: 7/9/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: #19104-JS RENOVATION OF FIRE STATION #1 - PHASE II **

SCOPE: PHASE II SITE WORK INCLUDES A NEW PARKING AREA AND GATES ADJACENT TO THE BUILDING AND MINOR SITE WORK ASSOCIATED WITH THE RENOVATION

OWNER: CITY OF SUFFOLK, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  
P: (757)514-7521  
F: (757)514-7524  
441 MARKET STREET, SUFFOLK, VA 23434

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/20/2019 10:00 AM

** PRINCE WILLIAM CO, VA **  
Due: 7/16/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #SA-1926 POPTOMAC SHORES WATER STORAGE TANK **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO - THE INSTALLATION OF NEW SANITARY SEWER PUMPS, MANHOLES, GRAVITY SEWER PIPE, DEMOLITION OF EXISTING PUMP STATION APPURTENANCES, AND RELATED WORK

ENGINEERS: DEWBERRY - VB  
P: (757)355-5818  
295 BENDIX ROAD, SUITE 100, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452

OWNER: PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY SERVICE AUTHORITY  
P O BOX 2266, WOODBRIDGE, VA 22192

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 6/20/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DEADLINE FOR QUESTIONS IS 7/02/19 AT 2:00 PM.  
Bid_questions@pwcsa.org AND purchasinggroupemail@pwcsa.org

A SITE VISIT IS SCHEDULED FOR 6/20/19 AT 11:30 AM

** ALBEMARLE CO, VA **  
Due: 7/17/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: #2020-07173-02 RFP EXCAVATING SERVICES **

OWNER: ALBEMARLE COUNTY, PURCHASING DEPT  
P: (434)296-5854  
F: (434)972-4006  
401 MCINTIRE ROAD, ROOM 248, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902

OTHER INFORMATION: FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT: LYN WRIGLEY BY EMAIL AT lwrigley@albemarle.org OR BY PHONE AT (434) 296-5854

** DANVILLE, VA **  
Due: 7/17/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK167

** JOB: #18-19-112 N MAIN STREET @ SEMINOLE DRIVE: TRAFFIC SIGNAL POLE REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS INSTALLING NEW AND REMOVING EXISTING TRAFFIC CONTROL EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS AT THE INTERSECTION OF N MAIN STREET AND SEMINOLE DRIVE.  
The work shall include, but not be limited to:  
TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL, POLE FOUNDATION, POLE CONDUITS, CABLES, CONDUCTORS, MAST ARMS, SIGNAL HEADS, VIDEO Detectors, ELECTRICAL SERVICE, PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL HEADS AND PUSH-BUTTONS, TRANSFER OF SIGNAL PROGRAMMING, SIGN, AND ALL OTHER INCIDENTALS NEEDED TO PROVIDE THE COMPLETE-IN-PLACE SIGNAL SYSTEM

OWNER: CITY OF DANVILLE, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  
P: (434)799-6528  
F: (434)799-5102  
427 PATTON STREET, DANVILLE, VA 24543

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: J GARY VIA (434) 799-6528 OPTION 4
** DANVILLE, VA **  
Due: 7/25/2019 05:00 PM  
Bin(s): RK169  

** JOB: RFP 18-19-110 CONSULTING SERVICES TO PREPARE A RIVER DISTRICT STRATEGIC PARKING PLAN **  
Scope: The intent is to secure a consultant specializing in parking and transportation consulting and management to develop a strategic parking plan. This plan will serve as a policy, management, and planning guide for future development and management of on-street and off-street parking.  
Owner: City of Danville, Purchasing Department  
P: (434)799-6528  
F: (434)799-5102  
427 Patton Street, Danville, VA 24543  
Pre-Bid Information: 6/25/2019 10:00 AM  
Other Information: Direct inquiries to: J Gary Via, Director of Purchasing  
(434) 799-6528  

** HANOVER CO, VA **  
Due: 7/27/2019 02:00 PM  
Bin(s): RK105  

** JOB: #19-14-2808TP DOSWELL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT - AERATION BLOWERS REPLACEMENT **  
Scope: The project is generally described as the demolition of three existing aeration blowers and installation of three new aeration blowers and appurtenances.  
Engineers: Dewberry & Davis P: (804)290-7957  
Suite 200, Glen Allen, VA 23060  
Owner: Hanover County Purchasing Office  
P: (804)365-6105  
F: (804)365-6106  
Room 205, Wickham Building, Hanover, VA 23069  
Pre-Bid Information: 6/10/2019 03:00 PM
**GREENSBORO, NC** Due: 6/19/2019 02:00 PM

**JOB: #2019-005 SANITARY SEWER AND WATERLINE REHABILITATION 2019 - REBID**

**SCOPE:** THE CONTRACT MAJORLY CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING: SANITARY SEWER REHABILITATION THROUGH A VARIETY OF REHAB METHODS INCLUDING PIPE BURST, SLIPLINING, CURED-IN-PLACE PIPE (CIPP); SEWER MANHOLE REHAB; POINT REPAIRS; OPEN CUT DIG AND RE-LAY; TRENCHLESS LATERAL RENEWAL; OPEN-CUT LATERAL REPLACEMENT; WATER MAIN PIPE BURST; WATER MAIN DIG AND RE-LAY; AND WATER SERVICE RENEWAL AND OPEN-CUTS. ANCILLARY TASKS INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, WATER VALVE REPLACEMENT AND FIRE HYDRANT REPLACEMENT, SIDEWALK AND PAVEMENT REPLACEMENT, AND OTHER SITE RENEWAL TASKS.

**OWNER:** CITY OF GREENSBORO, CITY ENGINEER P: (336)373-7966 F: (336)373-2554 FACILITIES ENGINEERING DIVISION, GREENSBORO, NC 27402

**OTHER INFORMATION:** BID DOCUMENTS MAY BE PURCHASED FROM THE CITY OF GREENSBORO FOR $150.00. CONTACT: DANNY HAWK, ENGINEERING DIVISION, 300 W WASHINGTON STREET, GREENSBORO, NC 274001 OR EMAIL danny.hawk@greensboro-nc.gov PHONE: (336) 433-7308 FAX: (336) 373-2338

==== Thursday, June 20, 2019 ====

**GREENSBORO, NC** Due: 6/20/2019 04:00 PM

**JOB: #2019-027 JENNIFER STREET SIDEWALK INSTALLATION**

**SCOPE:** THIS CONTRACT INCLUDES APPROXIMATELY 420 SY OF 4” SIDEWALK. SIDEWALKS WILL BE INSTALLED ALONG JENNIFER STREET STARTING AT CARVER DRIVE TO SPENCER STREET.

**OWNER:** CITY OF GREENSBORO, CITY ENGINEER P: (336)373-7966 F: (336)373-2554 FACILITIES ENGINEERING DIVISION, GREENSBORO, NC 27402

**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 6/11/2019 11:00 AM

**OTHER INFORMATION:** BID DOCUMENTS MAY BE PURCHASED FROM THE CITY OF GREENSBORO $50.00. DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: DANNY HAWK VIA EMAIL: danny.hawk@greensboro-nc.gov

**GREENSBORO, NC** Due: 6/20/2019 03:00 PM

**JOB: #2010-034 BATTLEGROUND AVENUE AT WESTRIDGE ROAD - INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS**

**SCOPE:** THE WORK IN THIS CONTRACT CONSISTS OF APPROXIMATELY 4,000 LF OF ROADWAY WIDENING, THE INSTALLATION OF APPROXIMATELY 2,750 SY OF SIDEWALK, AND THE INSTALLATION OF ADA CURB RAMPS

**OWNER:** CITY OF GREENSBORO, CITY ENGINEER P: (336)373-7966 F: (336)373-2554 FACILITIES ENGINEERING DIVISION, GREENSBORO, NC 27402

**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 6/5/2019 11:00 AM

**OTHER INFORMATION:** BID DOCUMENTS MAY BE PURCHASED FROM THE CITY OF GREENSBORO $150.00, CONTACT DANNY HAWK BY EMAIL: danny.hawk@greensboro-nc.gov; PHONE (336) 433-7308; OR FAX: (336) 373-2338

==== Thursday, June 27, 2019 ====

**GREENSBORO, NC** Due: 6/27/2019 02:00 PM

**JOB: #2018-052A FREEMAN MILL ROAD - BRIDGE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR**

**SCOPE:** THE WORK INCLUDES: EXISTING JOINT DEMOLITION AND RECONSTRUCTION; CONSTRUCTION OF CONCRETE HEADERS; INSTALLATION OF POURABLE SILICONE JOINT SEALANT; SILANE DECK TREATMENT; SUBSTRUCTURE REPAIRS USING CONCRETE OR SHOTCRETE AND EPOXY RESIN INJECTION; STRUCTURAL STEEL AND STEEL BEAM END REPAIRS; BRIDGE JACKING; PREPARATION OF THE SURFACE OF THE EXISTING STEEL BEAMS AND BEARINGS AND APPLYING NEW PAINT; DISPOSAL OF WASTE MATERIAL; SEEDING AND MULCHING ALL GRASSED AREAS DISTURBED; AND ALL INCIDENTAL ITEMS NECESSARY TO COMPLETE THE PROJECT AS SPECIFIED.

**OWNER:** CITY OF GREENSBORO, CITY ENGINEER P: (336)373-7966 F: (336)373-2554 FACILITIES ENGINEERING DIVISION, GREENSBORO, NC 27402

**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 6/13/2019 10:00 AM

**OTHER INFORMATION:** BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE CITY OF GREENSBORO. CONTACT: MR. DANNY HAWK, ENGINEERING DIVISION - PHONE: (336) 433-7308 OR FAX: (336) 373-2338 OR EMAIL: danny.hawk@greensboro-nc.gov
Section 3: Bid Results and Preplanning Information

Apparent Low Bidders

1) MCFALL EXCAVATING, INC. - Phone: (276)926-8333 Fax: (276)926-4406 - $257,405.00

ROANOKE, VA - #2980 LUCY ADDISON MIDDLE SCHOOL - SECURITY UPGRADES. Bid: 2/22/2019
1) BUILDING SPECIALISTS, INC. - Phone: (540)982-8200 Fax: (540)982-8500 - $136,125.00
2) SNYDER & ASSOCIATES - Phone: (540)552-3377 Fax: (540)552-2972 - $144,900.00
3) G & H CONTRACTING, INC. - Phone: (540)387-5059 Fax: (540)387-3394 - $189,500.00

ROANOKE, VA - #19-10-04 BPAT STAGE FLOOR REPLACEMENT. Bid: 5/27/2019
1) ABAL MATERIAL CORPORATION - Phone: (540)982-2796 Fax: (540)982-2798 - $262,880.00

CHESTERFIELD CO, VA - ADMN19000413 CHILLER REPLACEMENT AT THREE SCHOOLS. Bid: 5/16/2019
1) WACO, INC. - Phone: (804)222-8440 Fax: (804)226-3241 - $126,699.00

THE ABOVE AMOUNT IS THE BID ON ROBIOUS ELEMENTARY
THE BID ON CARVER MIDDLE IS $198,470.00
AWARDED BOTH ROBIOUS AND CARVER

LYNCHBURG, VA - #2019-054 BIGGERS PARK RETAINING WALL. Bid: 5/22/2019
1) DORIN LANDSCAPING - Phone: (434)676-1210 Fax: (434)676-1522 - $117,396.00

THIS PROJECT HAS BEEN AWARDED

2) ROBERTSON CONSTRUCTION - Phone: (434)528-0300 Fax: (434)846-7056 - $121,000.00
3) COLEMAN-ADAMS CONST CO, INC. - Phone: (434)525-4700 Fax: (434)525-5219 - $129,500.00
4) CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS, INC. - Phone: (434)656-6592 Fax: (434)656-1223 - $150,000.00

ROANOKE, VA - #2990 LINCOLN TERRACE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - SECURITY UPGRADES. Architect: INTERACTIVE DESIGN - Phone: (540)342-7534 - Bid: 6/6/2019
1) BUILDING SPECIALISTS, INC. - Phone: (540)982-8200 Fax: (540)982-8500 - $173,400.00
2) WORTH INC - Phone: (540)344-8747 Fax: (540)342-2559 - $184,400.00

ROANOKE, VA - #2991 FISHBURN PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - ROOF RESTORATION OF EXISTING SINGLE PLY MEMBRANE. Bid: 5/30/2019
1) MOUNTAIN ROOFING, INC. - Phone: (540)342-9901 Fax: (540)342-7409 - $425,934.00
2) BRAZOS URETHANE, INC. - Phone: (409)965-0011 Fax: (409)948-1511 - $628,757.00
3) BIRS, INC. - Phone: (336)275-0886 Fax: (336)275-0886 - $652,755.00
4) TEAMCRAFT ROOFING - Phone: (540)329-7631 Fax: (336)750-0644 - $725,000.00
5) ESKOLA ROOFING - Phone: (423)318-2196 Fax: (423)318-2196 - $843,100.00

DANVILLE, VA - #18-19-097 600 BLOCK MAIN STREET - STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS FROM N RIDGE STREET TO FLOYD STREET. Bid: 5/30/2019
1) QUALITY CONSTRUCTION OF DANVILLE - Phone: (434)799-2949 Fax: (434)799-2949 - $578,824.00
2) VIRGINIA-CAROLINA PAVING COMPANY - Phone: (434)572-8460 Fax: (434)572-2203 - $592,715.25
3) HAYMES BROTHERS, INC. - Phone: (434)432-8282 Fax: (434)432-2029 - $757,749.00
4) CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS, INC. - Phone: (434)656-6592 Fax: (434)656-1223 - $3,173,350.00

ROANOKE, VA - #2983 MONTEREY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - SECURITY UPGRADES. Architect: SPECTRUM DESIGN - Phone: (540)342-6001 - Bid: 4/12/2019
1) BUILDING SPECIALISTS, INC. - Phone: (540)982-8200 Fax: (540)982-8500 - $262,500.00
2) G & H CONTRACTING, INC. - Phone: (540)387-5059 Fax: (540)387-3394 - $263,750.00
Awards

RICHMOND, Va - W190020048 RESURFACING OF JEFFERSON DAVIS NORTH, JEFFERSON DAVIS SOUTH AND SEMMES AVENUE. Bid: 5/8/2019
ALLAN MYERS Phone: (804)290-8506 Fax: - Bid: $785,777.00

G & H CONTRACTING, INC. Phone: (540)387-5059 Fax: (540)387-3394 Bid: $5,691,000.00

Architectural / Engineering and Special Requests for Proposals

NORTHERN VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 6/17/2019 2:00:00 PM
JOB: #004-2019 A/E DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES FOR THE NORTHERN VIRGINIA SCIENCE CENTER
DESCRIPTION: THE SELECTED FIRM SHALL PROVIDE THE FULL RANGE OF ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCIENCE CENTER
OWNER: COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES, ATTN: FRANK SNIDER, CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITIES PROCUREMENT, 110 BANK STREET, 10TH FLOOR, SUITE 1008, RICHMOND, VA 23219
OTHER INFORMATION: FOR INFORMATION EMAIL: Frank.Snider@dgs.virginia.gov FOR A COPY OF THE BID DOCUMENTS GO TO: www.eva.virginia.gov

HANOVER COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 6/19/2019 12:00:00 PM
JOB: #19-05-2797TP GEOTECHNICAL PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION SERVICES
DESCRIPTION: GEOTECHNICAL PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES - PROVIDE PRELIMINARY SITE EVALUATIONS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS RELATED TO STORM WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, IMPOUNDMENT REHABILITATIONS, REGULATED DAMS, LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT DEMOLITION AND OR RENOVATION OF BUILDING/INFRASTRUCTURES, AND CONSTRUCTION OF NEW BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION AND TESTING SERVICES - PERFORM INSPECTIONS AND TESTING FOR FOUNDATIONS, STRUCTURAL BACKFILLS, CONCRETE WORK, STRUCTURAL STEEL, FIREPROOFING, BITUMINOUS ASPHALT, AND OTHER RELATED SERVICES FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT AND TRANSPORTATION RELATED PROJECTS
OWNER: HANOVER COUNTY, VIRGINIA, FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT, PURCHASING DIVISION, 7507 LIBRARY DRIVE, 2ND FLOOR, HANOVER, VIRGINIA 23069
OTHER INFORMATION: ALL INQUIRIES SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO: TRENNA A PONTON, CPPB, PURCHASING OFFICER PHONE: (804) 365-6283 OR BY EMAIL taponton@hanovercounty.gov AND SHOULD BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN 5 WORKING DAYS BEFORE THE BID DATE.
PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE 5/23/19 AT 10:00 AM

HANOVER COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 6/19/2019 12:00:00 PM
JOB: #19-05-2796TP ENVIRONMENTAL WETLAND/STREAMS, HYDROGEOLOGICAL, ENGINEERING & LAND SURVEYING SERVICES
DESCRIPTION: SERVICES MAY INCLUDE BUT NOT LIMITED TO: ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, REGULATORY PERMITTING, SITE SELECTION, DEMOLITION OF BUILDINGS, RENOVATION OF BUILDINGS, AND CONSTRUCTION OF NEW BUILDING AND TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS;
WETLANDS AND STREAM CONSULTING SERVICES: WETLANDS AND STREAM DELINEATIONS, OBTAIN JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATIONS, PERMITTING AND MITIGATION ASSISTANCE AND OTHER RELATED SERVICES SUCH AS PROPERTY ACQUISITIONS, DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES;
HYDROGEOLOGICAL SERVICES - DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF STORM WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, IMPOUNDMENTS, REGULATED DAMS, PURCHASE OF SITES, AND SITE CHARACTERIZATION, AND/OR REMEDIATION PROJECTS;
ENGINEERING DESIGN SERVICES - COMPLETION OF PROJECTS FROM CONCEPTUAL DESIGN THROUGH COMPLETION OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES;
LAND SURVEYING SERVICES - PROVIDE PLANNING, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF CIPS SUCH AS STORM WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, REHABILITATIONS, REGULATED DAMS AND SITE PLAN DEVELOPMENTS
OWNER: HANOVER COUNTY, VIRGINIA, FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT, PURCHASING DIVISION, 7507 LIBRARY DRIVE, 2ND FLOOR, HANOVER, VIRGINIA 23069
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: TRENNA A PONTON, CPPB, PURCHASING OFFICER PHONE: (804) 365-6283 OR BY EMAIL taponton@hanovercounty.gov QUESTIONS SHOULD BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN 5 BUSINESS DAYS BEFORE THE BID DATE.
PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE 5/23/19 AT 10:00 AM

HENRY COUNTY AND WAYNESBORO - PROPOSALS DUE: 6/19/2019 4:00:00 PM
JOB: #1-19 A/E SERVICES FOR DAM REHABILITATIONS
DESCRIPTION: THE PROPOSAL CONSISTS OF PROVIDING ENGINEERING AND DESIGN SERVICES TO BRING THE SOUTH RIVER #19 AND LEATHERWOOD CREEK #5 DAMS INTO COMPLIANCE WITH THE CURRENT VIRGINIA IMPOUNDMENT STRUCTURES REGULATIONS
OWNER: COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND RECREATION
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO DAVID WARRINER, PE AT david.warriner@dcr.virginia.gov OR BY PHONE (804) 625-3996
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HANOVER COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 6/20/2019 12:00:00 PM

JOB: SANITARY SEWER EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION - PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES

DESCRIPTION: SCOPE OF SERVICES: SEWER SYSTEM EVALUATION STUDIES TO ANALYZE SELECTED PORTIONS OF THE WASTEWATER COLLECTION, PUMPING, AND TRANSMISSION FACILITIES.

DESIGN SERVICES: PROVIDE ALL ENGINEERING SERVICES, AS REQUESTED, TO PERFORM PRELIMINARY DESIGN, SURVEY, FINAL DESIGN AND PREPARATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND BIDDING ASSISTANCE TO INCLUDE ATTENDANCE AT PRE-BID MEETINGS, BID REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATION OF AWARD.

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES: PROVIDE CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATOR SERVICES AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AS REQUESTED, FOR CONSTRUCTION PHASE MEETINGS, SHOP DRAWING REVIEW, FIELD ENGINEERING SERVICES ETC.

POST REHABILITATION SERVICES: PROVIDE ALL ENGINEERING NECESSARY TO EVALUATE REHABILITATION EFFECTIVENESS THROUGH POST CONSTRUCTION FLOW MONITORING, TELEVISION INSPECTION AND PREPARATION OF TECHNICAL REPORTS.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE SERVICES: PROVIDE SERVICES TO ASSIST THE COUNTY IN COMPLYING WITH EXISTING AND FUTURE REGULATIONS RELATED TO THE OPERATION OF WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEMS, AS WELL AS OTHER GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.

OWNER: HANOVER COUNTY, VIRGINIA, FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT, PURCHASING DIVISION, 7507 LIBRARY DRIVE, 2ND FLOOR, (CHENALUT-WEEMS BUILDING), P O BOX 470, HANOVER, VIRGINIA 23069

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: Trena Ponton, CPPB, PURCHASING OFFICER SENIOR,

(804) 365-6283 OR BY EMAIL taponton@hanovercounty.gov

OPTIONAL PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE WILL BE HELD 6/4/19 AT 2:00 PM

MARTINSVILLE - PROPOSALS DUE: 6/20/2019 4:00:00 PM

JOB: #260-17905-005-AE ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES

DESCRIPTION: RENOVATE MET II (PARTIAL RENOVATION) - THE PLAN IS TO RENOVATE A PORTION OF THE MET III BUILDING TO INCLUDE A WELDING LAB THAT WILL ACCOMMODATE 36 WELDING BOothS AND ASSOCIATED SPACES. THE RENOVATED SPACE WILL ALSO INCLUDE ROBOTIC WELDERS, GENERAL CLASSROOM SPACE, AND OFFICE SPACE. THE SELECTED A/E FIRM SHALL FURNISH ALL EXPERTISE, LABOR AND RESOURCES FOR COMPLETE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PERIOD SERVICES. THE SCOPE OF SERVICES INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO: CONDUCT ON-SITE SURVEY AND FIELD INVESTIGATIONS OF EXISTING BUILDING, THE CONFIGURATION, LOCATIONS, DIMENSIONS, ETC. PROVIDE COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT DOCUMENTS WITH PROFESSIONAL SEALS AND SIGNATURES; WHERE APPLICABLE, DEVELOP AND PREPARE CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS FOR EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PLAN / STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AND SWPPP PLAN, COORDINATE THE DESIGN OF UTILITY CONNECTIONS WITH LOCAL PROVIDER ETC.

OWNER: VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM, 300 ARBORETUM PLACE, SUITE 200, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23236

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: MS. SIBYL ROBERTS, CAPITAL OUTLAY PROGRAM MANAGER, VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM, 300 ARBORETUM PLACE, SUITE 200, RICHMOND, VA 23236; OR EMAIL sroberts@vccs.edu

FRANKLIN COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 6/25/2019 4:00:00 PM

JOB: W#2019-0501 ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT WESTLAKE MULTI-USE TRAIL

DESCRIPTION: THE SELECTED FIRM WILL PROVIDE DESIGN, ENGINEERING, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION AND OTHER RELATED SERVICES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A MULTI-USE TRAIL AT WESTLAKE TOWNE CENTER

OWNER: FRANKLIN COUNTY VIRGINIA, ATTN: KAREN BROWN, FINANCE MANAGER, 1255 FRANKLIN STREET, SUITE 111, ROCKY MOUNT, VIRGINIA 24151

OTHER INFORMATION: A COPY OF THE PROPOSAL IS AVAILABLE ON THE COUNTY’S PROCUREMENT WEBSITE:

http://www.franklincountyva.gov/procurement

ALBEMARLE COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 7/1/2019 3:00:00 PM

JOB: #2020-07013-04 TERM CONTRACT FOR PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES

DESCRIPTION: THIS IS A ONE YEAR CONTRACT FROM DATE OF AWARD WITH THE OPTION OF 4 ADDITIONAL 1 YEAR RENEWALS. THE RFP IS FOR PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENGINEERING CONSULTING SERVICES ON AN AS-NEEDED BASIS TO PROVIDE GRANT WRITING, PROPERTY ID AND INVENTORY, SITE CHARACTERIZATION AND ASSESSMENT, COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT ASSISTANCE, CLEANSUP AND REMEDIATION ACTIVITIES, AND GRANT ADMINISTRATION SERVICES.

OWNER: COUNTY OF ALBEMARLE, PURCHASING OFFICE, 401 MCINTIRE ROAD, ROOM 248, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA

FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 7/12/2019 2:00:00 PM

JOB: REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS (DB-RFQ) #19-0104 DESIGN BUILD SERVICES FOR EXECUTIVE PLAZA - HVAC SYSTEM

REPLACEMENT, VARIOUS INTERIOR RENOVATIONS AND FACADE IMPROVEMENTS

DESCRIPTION: A/E DESIGN BUILD TEAM SHALL FURNISH ALL EXPERTISE, LABOR AND RESOURCES NECESSARY FOR THE COMPLETE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PERIOD SERVICES, THE MAJOR RENOVATIONS / IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED INCLUDE: REPLACEMENT OF THE Mหาร EXISTING HVAC SYSTEM WITH A VARIABLE FLOW REFRIGERANT SYSTEM; RENOVATIONS TO THE FIRST, THIRD AND FOURTH FLOORS TO PREPARE FOR OCCUPANCY; MODERATE IMPROVEMENTS TO THE EXTERIOR FACADE OF THE FIRST AND SECOND FLOORS; CONVERSION OF A NON-AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT COMPLIANT RESTROOM ON THE SECOND FLOOR TO ADA COMPLIANT; EVALUATE AND RECOMMEND REPLACEMENT FOR THE BUILDING MAIN ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM.

OWNER: COUNTY OF FREDERICKSBURG, PROCUREMENT OFFICE, SUITE 203, 715 PRINCESS ANNE STREET, FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401

OTHER INFORMATION: OPTIONAL PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE AND SITE VISIT - 6/12/19 AT 2:00 PM

REQUESTS FOR CLARIFICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN WRITING AND RECEIVED BY THE PURCHASING MANAGER, LYNN ENDERS,

CPPO, VCM/O NO LATER THAN 6/28/19 AT 4:30 PM

llenders@fredericksburgva.gov
ALBEMARLE COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 7/24/2019 3:00:00 PM

JOB: #2020-07243-05 CIVIL ENGINEERING SERVICES

DESCRIPTION: THE SCHOOL BOARD OF ALBEMARLE COUNTY OFTEN NEEDS PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FROM LICENSED AND QUALIFIED CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN FIRMS TO PROVIDE SERVICES RELATED TO MAINTENANCE PROJECTS, ASSESSMENTS, ANALYSES, PLANNING, DESIGN, AND CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION. THE BOARD PLANS TO CONTRACT WITH A NUMBER OF FIRMS WHO WILL AGREE TO BE AVAILABLE TO PROVIDE THESE SERVICES IN A TIMELY MANNER. THE TYPES OF PROJECTS MAY INCLUDE: SIDEWALK AND ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS, DRIVEWAY AND PARKING LOT IMPROVEMENTS, TENNIS COURT, TRACK, PLAYGROUND, OR SPORT FIELD IMPROVEMENTS, SITE-LEVEL STORMWATER MANAGEMENT, MOBILE CLASSROOM FEASIBILITY AND SITE PLAN SUBMITTALS, ADA IMPROVEMENTS, IMPROVEMENTS, RETROFITS, MAINTENANCE, CORRECTION OF SITE ISSUES, AND CONSTRUCTION OF STORMWATER MANAGEMENT FACILITIES, IMPROVEMENTS TO POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AND CODES, FEASIBILITY STUDIES, SITE PLAN AMENDMENTS, AND SURVEYS

OWNER: COUNTY OF ALBEMARLE, PURCHASING OFFICE, 401 MCINTIRE ROAD, ROOM 248, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902

OTHER INFORMATION: SUBMIT INQUIRIES IN WRITING TO: LYN WRIGLEY, BUYER III AT: lwrigley@albemarle.org